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Hazel Council
pondering its
downtown
development
By TONI BERRY
Ste Writer
HAZEL, Ky. - Haul City
Council is considenng details of
a plan that would bring Murray
Calloway. County's "Health
Express" motorized clinic to
downtown. a plan that would
provide medical services closer
to horrie.
Counci!
members discussed
a
request
by
MCCH to lay
gravel
and
build a handicapped ramp
on a small parcel of land at
Masseur
the comer of
U.S. 641 and
Dees Street that would allow
the van to park on the site
fronting the main highway.
However the council is planning other possible development of tfie land - including
creating a small park with a
gazebo, public toilet facilities. a
concert stage and other amenities - arid balked at placing a
tnirumum of 30 feet of gravel
over the gra.ss to accommodate
parking space for the van.
Other sites located off the
main thoroughfare on property
with concrete-covered access
were suggested by council
members as an alternative, however Mayor Kerry Vasseur said
MCCH officials have requested
a more public location along the
highway. A nurse practitioner
would most likely provide services and medications will be
ordered during the day and
delivered.

WEATHER
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4 charged after man found dead
Harris: Autopsy- scheduled for today in Madisonville
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Staff Roped
The Calloway County Sheriff's Office has
charged four peopie for their alleged connection
in the death of a man who was reported missing
Sunday.
According to a report from Detective Sam
Bierds, CCSO received a report that family mem
bers had last seen Carl Douglas McGowan on

Fnday evening. An investigation of McGowan's
disappearance revealed that he was in the company of two men and two women and that he had
been in a physical altercation with one of the men.
Sheriff's deputies searched the area where
McGowan was last seen and found a body that

See Page 2A

Calloway
discusses transfer
option
No parents'requests
submitted thus far

Photo provided
A West Kentucky RECC worker clears a dead tree Mat was cut from Southwest Calloway Elementary School playground as
part of a cooperative initiative to make school areas safer for students.
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Special to the Ledger
MAYFIELD, Ky. - As fall
weather approaches and area
school children are getting back
in the swing of things at local
schools, many of them are looking forward to their favonte part
of the day - recess.

Bally Forecast
By The Aseecisted Press
Tuesday...Mostly cloudy with
a 30 percent chance of rain.
Highs in the lower 60s
Northeast winds 5 to 10 mph
Tuesday night...Showers and
a slight chance of thunderstorms. Lows around 50 East
winds around 10 mph Chance
of precipitation 80 percent.
Wednesday. Mostly cloudy
with a chance of showers and a
siight chance of thunderstorms.
Highs in the upper 50s.
Northeast winds 5 to 10 mph.
Chance of precipitation 50 percent.
Wednesday night._.Mostly
cloudy with a 50 percent chance
of rain Lows in the lower 50s.
Thursday ..Rain likely and a
slight chance of thunderstorms.
Highs in the lower 60s. Chance
of precipitation 70 percent.
Thursday night...Cloudy with
a 30 percent chance of rain.
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West Kentucky RECC donates labor,
equipment to help keep schools safer

•See Page 2A
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For the past few weeks, West
Kentucky
Rural
Electric
Cooperative has been taking
steps to make sure that iecess
arid other outdoor school activities are safer for children in their
service
Cooperative
area.
employe-es have donated their

time and equipment to trim and
clear hanging limbs from trees
that cover the school areas and
pose a potential threat to children.
"I looked around and saw a lot
of hanging limbs in the school
yards, and as a parent. that wor-

ried me," said David Smart,
President and CEO of West
Kentucky RECC. "The schools
in our area don't have the manpower or equipment needed to
take care of this tree damage.

•See Page 2A

By KYSER LOUGH
Staff Writer
A meeting was held Monday
night at Calloway County High
School to answer any questions
for parents after the recent tier
orie consequence handed to
CCHS for not making Adequate
Yearly Progress with No Child
Left Behind.
One parent attended, and said
he was only there to hear the
information presented and was
not intertsted in the option to
transfer, During the meeting,
superintendent Steve Hoskins
addressed the decision of choosing GCHS as the transfer
school.
As part of the consequences, it
is stated that the option of
school choice must be implemented. In this case, CCHS
chose Graves County High
School as the transfer option.
citing high test scores in math,
the subject area where CCHS
failed to make AYR As of last
night, Hoskins said no parents
have submitted transfer papers.
The deadline for transfer is
Friday, Oct. 16.
Hoskins said four schools
were initially looked at as
potential transfer schools that
were within "reasonable distance." The schools were

See Page 2A

Tiger Christmas getting
underway in city schools
By TOM BERRY
Start Writer
This year's Tiger Christmas
holiday charity effort officially
kicks off next Monday and those
spearheading the program are
urging local residents to bring
the spirit of Christmas to their
neighbor by adopting a child or
a family.
Program coordinators Julie
Stone and Janeann Turner say
Christmas is a wonderful time of
year for most. but not for all.
"For some of our Murray.
Independent School District
families, the Christmas season
may be a very stressful time for
them
financially.
Unemployment. illness, family
cnsis or other type of hardship
may make the possibility to pro-

vide Christmas gifts for their
family bleak," Stone says.
"Higher utility bills because of
the onset of winter and greater
expense at the grocery store in
trying to provide hot meals for
their families, take prionty over
the things many of us take for
granted at this time of the year."
Turner said, for some, things
can go from bad to worse during
the winter holiday season and
the program is very important to
many families with children.
"Some parents expressed to
me that Tiger Christmas made a
real difference in their family."
She said. "It meant they were
able to make the choice to pay
their rent or utilities instead of

See Page 2A

MIS() photo
Members of WMHS TV 13 class pose with the Murray Tiger as plans are made with members
of the class to assist as program "Elves" dunng Tiger Christmas 2008_ Sponsored by the
Murray Family Resource Youth Service Center and The Den Youth Senrice Center, Tiger
Chnstmas 2009, which kicks off Monday, is a communitywide initiative that helps numerous
families and children.
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P'Pool faces charges following accident

Information conceming thc
prograrn will be sent home with
By TOVA BERRY
trying to manage resources in
October 22 in district court.
students on Monday, Oct. 19.
Stan Wnter
providing Chnsunas for their
According to Kentucky State
Those wanting to participate
HAZEL Ky. -- A Clarksville, Police,
families and having basic needs
P'Pool was driving
child
or family,
Tenn., man faces multiple
met. Sometimes there were situ- may adopt a
south on U.S. 641 about three
donation,
purchase
make
a
a
gift
charges
in
Calloway
ations where families had very
District miles from Murray
in a GMC
Court following a two-vehicle
real needs such as adequate card, food card or donate speciftruck just after midnight
collision near Murray.
heating Groups adopting these ic items you may wish to purHouston was driving north in a
According to a news release
tamtlies found out needs other chase. To sponsor a child or
tractor-trailer. The two vehicle
from County Attorney David
than gifts and helped provide family, please contact Stone or
reportedly sideswiped and
Harrington, James P'Pool, 21,
more pressing necessities such Terri Dick at 759-9592 or
P'Pool's
vehicle traveled south
was arraigned Monday before
as heaters or even food."
Turner at 753-6565.
coming to a rest in the southJudge
Applications from families
Randy
Hutchens
on
Application
information
benefitting from the program
charges of second-degree bound lane of the highway.
including sizes, ages. gender
Houston's vehicle went off the
are gathered dunng the last few
manslaughter (a Class C
even some wishes will be
weeks of October and run and
felony), leaving the scene of an nght side of the highway. struck
through November 13. Once provided, but names cannot be
accident and aggravatml DUI. d tree and came to a rest in a
applications
received, shared due to confidentiality.
are
The charges stem from a colli- field. Houston's tractor explodFRYSC/YSC staff begin gather- Once the shopping is completed, sion which occurred early ed and caught fire. P'Pool was
ing items to complete the appli- please
bring
the
items
Friday morning in Calloway' arrested at the scene for allegedcation The amount of gifts pro- unwrapped with wrapping paper
County resulting in die death of ly dnving under the influence
vided to each family solely the Murray Board of Education
Donny Houston of Camden, and lodged in Calloway County
depends upon availability.
Tenn. Harnngton has recom- Jail. Houston wa.s wearing a
Office located at 208 S 13th
"If you, your family, civic Street.
mended a $100,000 cash bond. seatbelt; P'Pool was not,
gmup. church group or other
A preliminary hearing is set for according to police.
Those wishing to mail a donaorganization would like to partion are asked to send packages
ticipate in assisting a family, we
invite you to notify us of your to: Murray FRYSC, 208 South
intention to assist us this year,'' 13th Street, Murray, KY 42071
Stone said. "This will enable us or The Den YSC, 501 Doran
requested a donation of between
From Front
to notify you early in the shop- Road, Murray, KY 42071.
$500 and $1,000 to take pan in
ping season. There are a num- Receipts for tax claims will be
Council
members
Lon the project. Council members
ber of ways you can help.
Charlton and others agreed that decided
provided.
to possibly allocated
the council not be hasty in con- more funding
based on the
sidering the mcve, but work results of the students'
work.
with MCCH to find a way to
Also, the council discussed
move forward on the project.
construction of public restroom
"We have other plans for that facilities that would possibly
property," Charlton said.
resemble old-fashioned outVasseur moved to table any houses with modern interiors.
action until he or members of The facility would be
place on
the council could meet with land recently purchased by
the
MCCH officials and work out city at along the intersecti
on of
details.
U.S. 641 and Dees Street. The
The council ha.s previously city would pay for construction
discussed several other uses for and matenal maintenance while
the site including concerts, spe- local businesses would provide
cial events and green-space that janitorial upkeep.
would serve residents and visiSome local businesses have
tors shopping in the downtown reportedly requested the action,
area.
citing the need for public toile:
In other action. the council facilities that would allow: resiallocated a minimum of $500 to dents as well as visitors to have
Murray State University's art access without taking advantage
17y the Murray State University
department to enlist the aid of of toilets located on pnvate
School of Agriculture
students to paint a mural on the ProPertYside of the LaCosina Mexicana
Hardin, the council's business
restaurant in the downtown liaison, was asked to speak with
area. Councilwoman Jocelyn local business owners to work
Hardin said the department had out details of the plan.

From Front

was
later
identified
McGowan.
Calloway County Coroner
Rick Harris said McGowan was
37 years old, and there would be
an autopsy perfomied today in
Madisonville.
Harris said the body was
located just off Highway 280
near Douglas Road in the New
KYSER LOUGH/Ledger & Times
Concord area. He said he wa, BAZAN
CONCERT:
called to the scene at approxiMusician
David
Bazan
mately 2:20 p.m. Monday..
played at Lovett Auditorium
Michael Lynch. 28, of Poplar
Saturday night, with opening
St.. WaS charged with assault in
act Say Hi. Bazan. who
the first degree. Timothy.
brought along a band instead
Adams, 29, and 'Tiffany Adams. of his usual solo gigs, sung
18, both of Main St.: and
about his confusion of what
Jessica
Johnson, 19, of he believes spiritually, and he
Columbus Lane, each were
frequently paused to take
charged with complicity to firstquestions from the audience.
degree assault.
While other shows are
The investigation is continu- scheduled for Lovett and the
ing and further updates will be
Regional Special Events
Center. Bazan's show was
made available pending the
autopsy results, the report said. the last of the on-stage
series that provides a more
CCSO and the Coroner's Office
intimate expenence by havwere assisted on the scene by
ing the audience sitting on
Calloway County Fire and
the stage with the artist.
Rescue

Murra%

•Hazel Council ...

"Fun -filled child -centered family activity"
Hosted

Saturday, Oct. 17, 2009
9 arn -to 4 prn
Murray State Pullen Farm Complex
(Located on the corner of 94 W and Doran Road)

Admission: $5.00 /person
f-- ortc-A r-irkz‘
2-cx:Y7

Georn tvlow_e

Concessione Available
T-5hirts & Pumpkins Available For Purchase

Climbing Wall - Corn Jump Pit - Rubber Duck Races
Pony Rides - Pedal Tractors - 5arn Slide
Petting Zoo - Pumpkin F'ainting
SPECIAL 2A09 EVENT
Children's Pedal Tr-actor Pull
Kids < 50# 11 a Pr. • Kicis > 50# 1 p.m.

2009 Corporate Sponsors
• Allegro Fine Foods, Paris, Tenn.• Kentucky Farm Dureau

Special Agritouriorn
Event Sponsors
Kentucky
Department
of Agriculture
The M5U School of Agriculture is proud to spotlight this "Fall on the Farm" event as our annual
fielJ day and as a Model Agritourisrn event.
What i5 agritourism? Agritourism is the act of
visiting a working farm or any agricultural, horticultural, or agribusiness operation for the purpose of
enjoyment, education or active involvement in the
activities of the farm Or operation.

i/A

&pieistacky

Fall On the Farm
5 onsors
• Murray Animal Hospital • Jackson Purchase ACA
• Heritage Bank • Murray Bank • Clark Construction
• Westside Veterinary Service • Pe!la • BEAT
• Calloway Co. Conservation District• Furches Farms
• Eric Howell Grain Co.• Ron & Heather Davie Farms
• Workman Tobacco Seed • Ag Connections
• H&R AgriPower • F'arker Ford • Briggs & Stratton
• KY Soybean Promotion Board • Whayne Supply

For more details call (270) 809-3327

•Calloway ...
From Front
Murray High School, Marshall
County High School, GCHS
and Mayfield High School.
GCHS' high test scores played
heavy into the decision, Hoskins
said.
"We certainly want to send
thetri to a school excelling in
nuith," he said.
In a phone interview with
Kentucky
Department
of
Education spokesperson Lisa
Gross, she said "school choice"
is up to the district to decide and
not the parents.
"It is not parental choice as to
which school. It is the district's
choice," Gross said.
While some costs of the
school choice transfer are not
the responsibility of the parents.
the school district is only
responsible fora the transportation bill to a designated transfer
school. According to Gross. this
means the tuition charge to
attend MHS or any other school
would still be the responsibility
of the parents.
Randy McCallon, director of
pupil personnel. reviewed the
test scores and comprehensive
plan during the meeting. In a

letter previously sent home to
parents. the distnct outlined
several measures to improve
math scores in the future.
including asking parents to get
more involved. Recently. the
district rolled out a parent portal, which allows parents on-line
access to information about
their
children's
progress.
McCallon said using the parent
portal is a good step toward
improving student performance.
McCallon also broke down
the test scores and said that the
AYP goals were only missed by
a small margin. An independent
study marked CCHS as
"improving" and gave high
scores to other schools within
the distnct.
A bnef question and answer
session was held at the end of
the meeting, and the parent in
attendance asked if any instructional changes will be made at
CCHS.
Principal
Brian
Wilmurth said they would be
mixing students with different
teachers to try and hit the right
teaming styie for the student
He also said they are looking at
more professional development

1111 Safer schools ...
From Front
We do, and we thought that we
would lend a hand."
Janet
Caldwell, Murray
Elementary School principal,
said the recent initiative West
Kentucky RECC provided to
Murray Elementary School is an
example of the continuing community partnership the Murray
Independent School District
shares with area businesses.
"We are extremely thankful
for the recent playground clean
up assistance the RECC provided to our school." she said.
"Their lend-a-hand collaborative effort helped in maintaining
our grounds and ensunng the
safety of our students "
Some schools even used the
activity as a learning opportunity for their students. allowing
them to watch from a safe distance as the crew trimmed limbs
and cleared debris.

"I'm very plea.sed with West
Kentucky RECC for the way
they afforded the students an
opportumty to witness up close
and personal the task of removing darnaged trees," said Dennis
Fisher. principal at Southwest
Calloway Elementary. "The students were amazed at the process
of the machines in action and it
was an occasion for them to
learn outside the classroom."
West Kentucky RECC ha,
offered the service to all elementary schools in its pnmary
service area (Graves County..
Marshall County. Carlisle
County and Calloway County)
So far, schools in all four counties have taken part in the pm gram, including Carlisle County
Elementary, Central Elementary
(Graves County). Southwest
Elementary
(Calloway).
Marshall County Schools.
Murray
Elementary
and
Mayfield Elementary.
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U.S. develops MOP bomb, denies Iran is reason

Mrs. Norma Jean Vita=
Mrs. Norman Jean Vacant, 62, New Concoed, died Monday,
Oct.
12, 2009, at 12 30 p.m. at ber home.
She was employed by the Murray Housing Authonty.
Bom
March 28, 1947, in C'hicago, Ill., she was the daughter of the
late
Norman F. and Mary Reed Gaarz.
Survivors include her husband, Terry Vitoux, to whom she was
mamed May 28, 1965; two daughters. Teresa Vitoux, Indiana, and
Tina Foster, Murray, one son, Tim Vitoux and wife. Rachel,
California; one grandson, Darius Kendall, Murray.
Blalock-Coleman & Yort Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements Online condolences may be made at www.yorkfuneralhorne.com

Mrs. Nice Agnes Newcomb Carr
A c:elebration of the life of Mrs. Alice Agnes Newcomb Carr will
be held at a later date J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of
ateangements.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Saint
Leo Catholic Church Building Fund, 401 North
12th St.. Murray, KY 42071 or Murray-Calloway
County Hospital Hospice House, 803 Poplar St..
Murray, KY 42071.
Mrs. Carr, 89, Utterback Road, Murray. died
Monday, Oct. 5, 2009. at 6:50 a m. at Hickory
Woods Retirement Home.
She enjoyed a 30-year banking career at First
National State Bank of New Jersey. Upon retirement, she volunteered at Toms River Community
Carr
Medical Center for over 20 years. She was an
Euchanstic Lay Miruster for the Catholic Church as well as a member of Saint Leo Catholic Church in Murray.
Preceding her in death were her husband, James R. Carr. one
grandson. David Scott, two sisters and two brothers. Born Nov. I I,
1919 in Carbondle, Ill., she was the daughter of the late James
-Newcomb and Mary Ann Barrett Newcomb.
Survivors include one son, David Carr and wife, Donna, Murray;
two sisters, Ann Isernan, Rahway, N.J., and Kathryn Kilpatrick
,
Santa Barbara, Calif.; sister-in-law, Rose Newcomb, Scotia, N.Y.;
two grandchildren, Allison Beck and husband, Evan, Newburgh,
Ind.. and Michael Carr and wife, Emily. Crestwood; three greatgrandchildren, Walker Beck, Newburg, Ind., and Connor
and
Keaton Carr, Crestwood, several nieces and nephews.

State economists see
more revenue shortfall
FRANKFORT, Ky (AP)'I've instructed my staff arid
The recession will likely cause our cabinets to evaluate
where
additional financial woes for additional adjustments
can be
state government, a panel of made and efficienci
es foun.d
state economists predicted throughout state governme
nt in
.Monday.
the coming months, without
Those economists, serving on compromising our priorities
or
the state government's official the provision of basic
services,"
financial forecasting group, said Beshear said.
Kentucky's general fund could
The finaneial problems.
face an additional $160 million Beshear said, will worsen
when
revenue shortfall this fiscal year. the state runs out of
federal stimThat prediction came on the ulus money that has been used
to
heels of an announcement help balance the budget.
Friday that income tax revenue
The govenor released details
had fallen nearly 10 percem Monday on hOw the stimulus
compared with last September
money has been used. as
State Budget Director Mary required by federal law. He said
Lassiter released a report on the funding staved off what
Fnday that showed total general could have becn crippling budgfund revenue for September at et cuts.
$725.6 million. down from
'The bottom line: Hundreds
$804.6 million in September of millions of stimulus dollars
2008.
are being utilized to preserve our
Sales tax revenue dropped by commitments to Kentuckians,'
6.6 percent in September. Beshear said.
Revenue from property taxes
The stimulus money was
and coal severance taxes spread over a broad array of prodeclined by 16.2 percent and grams in Kentucky', including
12.7 percent respectively.
$651 million to help balance the
Gov. Steve Beshear said the state budget; $543 million for
conclusions from the econo- construction projects; $994 milmists show that Kentucky is still lion for the Medicaid program;
straining financially.
$389 million for education; and
'Although there are glim- $170 million for employment
mers of hope in the national assistance, public safety proeconomy, the recovery for grams. and energy and environKentucky -and many states- mental initiatives.
will be slow," Beshear said.
Beshear said Kentucky has
Beshear said the ailing econ- spent more than $530 rnillion so
omy has forced Kentucky to cut far. The rest of the money will
$800 million from the budget so be drawn down over the next
far.
year.

Health insurer reverses
refusal to cover 'fat' baby
DENVER (AP) --- A
C'olorado insurance company is
changing its attitude about fat
babies.
Rocky Mountain Health
Plans said Monday it will no
longer consider obesity a "preexisting condition" barring coverage for hefty infants.
1"he change conies after the
insurer turned down a Grand
Junction 4-month-old
who
weighs about 17 pounds. The
insurer deemed Alex Lange called by his parents a "happy
little chunky monkey" -- obese
and said the infant didn't qualify
for coverage.
The infant's father works at
local NBC affiliate, KKCO-TV,
and news accounts about the
. boy's rejection made national
headlines.
The insurer said Monday it
would change its policy for
babies who are healthy but fat.
The company annbuted the
boy's rejection for health cover"
age to a "flaw in our undenvriting system."
"We have changed our policy. corrected our underwriting
guidelines and are working to
notify the parents of the infant
who we earlier denied." Rocky

Mountain Health Phu's said in a
statement.
Alex Lange's parents said
they wanted to switch insurers
because of nsing rates but were
surprised to find their youngest
boy was too fat to get covered.
Father Bernie Lange joked to
The Denver Pest that the breastfeeding infant wasn't about to
start a diet or hop on a treadmill
to shed pounds.
"There is just something
absurd about denying an infant,"
Bernie Lange said.
Bom at just over 8 pounds,
the boy's current weight puts
him in the 99th percenule for
babies his age.
The company says it's an
industry standard to reject new
patients, including babies. above
the 95th percentile for weight.
But it says it has never before
rejected a fat baby.
The boy's mother, Kelli
Lange, said her baby has had
nothing but breast milk and that
his brief insurance rejection didn't change how she fed him.
"I'm not going to withhold
food to get him down below that
number of 95." she told The
Denver Post.
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WASHINGTON(AP)- The
Pentagon is speeding up delis cry of a colossal bomb designed
to destroy hidden weapons
bunkers buned underground and
shielded by 10,000 pounds of
reinforced concrete.
Call it Plan B for dealing
with Iran, which recently
revealed
a long-suspected
nuclear site de-ep inside a mountain near the holy city of Qom.
The 15-ton behemoth called the "massive ordnance
penetrator," or MOP - will be
the largest non-nuclear bomb in
the U.S. arsenal arid will carry
5,300 pounds of explosives.
The bomb is about 10 times
more powerful than the weapon
it is designed to replace.
The Pentagon has awarded a
nearly $52 million contract to
speed up placement of the bomb
aboard the B-2 Stealth bomber,
and officials say the bomb could
be fielded as soon as next sumMCI".

Pentagon officials acknowledge that the new bomb is
intended to blow up fortified
sites like those used by Iran and
North Korea for their nuclear
programs, but they deny there is
a specific target in mind.

AP
This artist's rendenng provided by Boeing Co. shows a
"massive ordinance penetrator" or
MOP bomb which is undergoing testing and is slated to come
on line by mid-2010, to become
the largest conventional bomb in the U.S. arsenal.

"I don't think anybody can other way if Israel did the same.
would probably only buy nine.
divine
potential
targets,"
The administration ha.s been Joint Chiefs of Staff
Chairman
Pentagon press secretary Geoff careful not to take military
Adm. Mike Mullen has called a
Morrell said. "This is just a action off the table even as it
strike an option he doesn't want
capability that we think is neces- reaches out to Iran with histonc to
use.
sary given the world we live in." talks this month. Tougher sancThe new U.S. bomb would be
The Obama administration tions are the immediate backup
the culmination of planning
has struggled to counter suspi- if diplomacy fails to stop what
begun in the Bush years. The
cions lingering from George W. the West fears is a dnve for a Obama
administration's plans to
Bush's presidency that the nuclear weapon.
bring the bomb on line more
United States is either planning
Defense Secretary Robert quickly indicate that the weapon
to bomb Iranian nuclear facili- Gates recently said a strike
is still pan of die long-range
ties itself or would look the against Iran's nuclear facilities
backup plan.

Senators set for vote on health overhaul

WASHINGTON (AP) -- best building block for a comit through all the congressional
President Barack Obama's plan promise plan that could
find committees with jurisdiction.
to remake the nation's health favor on the Senate floor.
The final days before
care system is about to take its
With Democrats holding a Tuesday's long-anticipated vote
biggest step yet toward becom- 13-10 majority on the commitwere rocky.
mg reality.
tee the outcome of Tuesday's
After playing nice for
The pivotal Senate Finance vote is not in doubt.
months. the health insurance
Committee was poised to
The big question mark is industry released a report conapprove sweeping lagislation vrhether moderate Sen. Olympia
tending that the legislation
Tuesday requiring nearly all Snowe of Maine will become
would cause hefty increases in
Americans to purchase insur- the first Republican to support
a health insurance premiums.
ance :and ushering in a host of health overhaul bill. The legislaDemocrats and their allies
other changes to the nation's lion that passed the other House
scrambled Monday to Imock it
$2.5 trillion medical system.
and Senate committees did so down. "Distorted and flawed,"
Much work would lie ahead without a single Republica
n said White House spokeswoman
before a bill could arrive on vote. On Monday, Snowe
still Linda Douglass.
Obarna's desk, but action by the wasn't saying.
AARP's senior policy strateFinance Committee would mark
With Finance Committee gist, John Rother, called it "funa significant advance, capping passage. Ohama's top domestic
&mentally dishonest."
numerous delays as Chairman pnority will have advanced
farPricewaterhouseCoopers. the
Max Baucus. D-Mont, held ther than former President
Bill accounting firm that did the
marathon negotiating sessions Clinton's effort ever did.
The industry-commissioned analy- ultimately unsuccessful - Clinton health plan never
made sis. issued a statement late
aimed at producing a bipartisan
bill.
Four other congressional
It
corrunine.es acted before August
to pass health legislation. so for
months all eyes have been on the
Invustmcut s Sulu( 1854
Finance Committee, the remaining one. It's also the panel
whose moderate makeup most
nt/&& .1011eS Ind. Avg. --.9853.1 - 32.4
1BM
.126.45 - 0.39
closely resembles the Senate as
Air Products
• 0.42
a whole. And the committee's
Apple_
190.30 - 0.52
Kroger
- 0.03
centrist legislation is s‘vn as the
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FBI: Drivers
licenses are
searched for
fugitives

RALEIGH, N.C. (AP) -- in
its search for fugitives, the FBI
has begun using facial-recognition technology on millions of
motonsts, comparing driver's
license photos with pictures of
convicts in a high-tech analysis
of chin widths and nose sizes.
The project in North Camlina
has already helped nab at least
one suspect. Agents are eager to
look for more cnminals and possibly to expand the effort nationwide.
But pnvacy advocates worry
that the method allows authorities to track people who have
done nothing wrong.
"Everybody's participating,
essentially. in a virtual lineup by
getting a driver's license." said
Christopher Calabrese, an attorney who focuses on privacy
issues at the American Civil
Liberties Union.
Earlier this year, investigators learned that a double-homicide suspect named Rodolfo
Cortales had moved to North
Carolina.
The FBI took a 1991 booking
photo from California and compared it with 30 million photos
stored by the motor vehicle
agency in Raleigh.
In seconds, the search
returned dozens of dnvers who
resembled Corrales. and an FBI
analyst reviewed a gallery of
images before zeroing in on a
man who called himself Jose
Solis.
A week later, after corroborating Corrales' identity, agents
arrested him in High Point.
southwest of Greensboro, where
they believe he had built a new
life under the assumed name
Corrales is scheduled for a preliminary hearing in Los Angeles
later this month.
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Monday acknowledging it did
not look at the enurety of the
legislation, only the effects of
four provisions that the insurance group wanted analyzed.
The drama threatened to
overshadow the vote on the 10year, $829-billion plan that
Baucus has touted as the sensible solution to Amenca's problems of high medical costs and
too many uninsured.
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Murray Art Guild plans
Pinhole Camera Workshop

Membership

dinner being
,planned

The annual Murray State University Student
Health Fair will be Wednesday from 3 to 6 p.m.
at the Susan Bauernfeind Wellness Center on
campus. All screenings are free of charge and
gifts and door prizes will be given to participants who register.
By

THETA MEETING: Susan Erwin, nght in left picture. presented the workshop program on
"Making A Special Day Card" at the recent meeting of the Theta Department of the Murray
Woman's Club, who is pictured with Jo Farley, department chair. Hostesses were, right picture, Sue Miller, left, and Pat McMullin. The department will meet Monday at 12:30 p.m. at the
club house with Jim Taylor to speak about -LBL Birdvvatching and LBL Fnencis."

DISCOUNTS...

Thanksgiving break is just
around the corner and soon
Christmas break will come
taster than students can say
"ftnals." While many students
travel, go on vacations and visits
with family and friends during
the break. many international

25°//o OFF
Enterprise
Rent-A-Car
15% OFF

•

GM Vehicles

• •

Our Registered
Bridal Couples:
Tamsyn Garner
& Clayton Vertees

•

•

'500-'750 OFF

•

•

•

•
•

4
•

Hotels

Jessica Swann
& Glenn Timmons

•
•.
s

'-OFF
10 - 20°
Comfort Inn
Quality Inn
Econo Lodge
Rodeway Inn

Ashley Fannin
& Todd Grooms

•4

.•

Kiana Jackson
& Chris Pearson

••

students remain in Murray.
Last year, the offices of
Student Affairs and the Institute
Studies
International
for
launched the "Give Them a
Break" program for spring
encourages
which
break,
American students and members
of the community to take an
international student home over
the break.
All students. faculty, staff and
conununity members who are
interested are encouraged to
sign up to either host an international student for the duration of
Thanksgiving or Christmas
break or plan outings during a
part the break.
"It will be a great learning
experience for the American stu-

dents and their families," Don
Robertson, vice president for
Student Affairs said. "les another way of welcoming international students to Murray' and
helping them feel at home during a time that could be a very
lonely for them."
The deadline for registering to
be a host family during
Thanksgiving break is Nov. 18.
To register for Christmas Break.
the registration deatiline is Dec.
2.
For more information or to
register, contact Bill McKibben
or Misty Brown, at (270) 8093089 or at misty.brown@murbill.mekor
raystate.edu.
ibben@murraystate.edu.

CCHS Council will meet

Calloway' County High School Based Decision Making Council
will meet Wednesday at 3730 p.m. in the media center. The public is
invited.

Advisory Council to meet
Advisory Council of Calloway County Middle School Youth
Services will meet Wednesday at 3:30 p.m. in room 139 at the
school.

Council plans meeting
Calloway County Middle School Based Decision Making
Council will meet Wednesday at 3730 p.m. in the media center.

Volunteer training Wednesday
Volunteer Training will be Wednesday at 4:15 p.m. at the Murray
Board of Education. 208 S. 13th St. This will cover volunteering at
Murray Elementary. Middle and High Schools.

Home Department will meet

•

Home Department of the Murray Woman's Club will meet
Thursday at 1:30 p.m. for a tour of Glendale Place Asissted Living
Community. Refreshments will be served.

'
•

•

Jennifer Kir.g
k David Sevilla

•

Rachel Davis
St Nathan Martin

Ramada
All KY State Parks
and more

Western Kentucky RELk will meet

Mary Gandy
& Alan Chase

Beltone Hearing
Aids

Western Kentucky Real Estate Investment Association will meet
Thursday at 7 p.m. in the third floor Barkley lecture room of Murray
State University Curris Center. The group will be talking about entity structuring. tax relief and various means of protecting your
assets." For more information call Greg Taylor, Murray. at 7614289.

•

Rebecca Cnpps
& James Ramsey

•
•
•

•

Delta Department of the Murray Woman's Cub will meet
Wednesday at 3 p.m. (note change of time) at the club house for a
short business meeting. Members are asked to bring orders for the
special promotion. The group will then leave for H.O.R.S.E.S at
1210 Wadesboro Rd.. Dexter. for the progriun by Joy Winebarger,
founder.

'
•
DeAnna Lampkins
& John Dale Tidwell

15% OFF
Eyeglasses &
Contacts

•"

Courtney Frame
& Derek Hixon

•

Ashlee Lehrmann
& Nathia Whitley

10c° - 60 OFF

Photo provided

.•

Clesi Broughton
& Tracy Ballard
•

.•

Jennifer Bleckler
& Morgan O'Boyle

••

TRAINING HELD: Pat Wilson, right, of Hamlin, 4-H Volunteer
in the 4-H Scrapbooking Club received a book in a 4-H
Leadership Training with material to help with the leaming of
skills of Leadership from a representative from the state
office. The Scrapbooking 4-H Project Group will meet Oct.
16 from 6 to 8:30 at the Calloway County Extension Office.

You may purchase online
urtew vintagrrose.com

3 Movies & Large One
Topping Domino's Pizza

•
•
•

•

•

•
gitr,

.•
•

Call For Detatls
•
.•

University Square
12th Street • Murray
(270) 759.2100
Monday-Friday 10-5,
Saturday 10-2

s
'

•

,„ For

VIDEO GOLD
1304 CHESTNUT ST. • MURRAY •

•

Mt"MI EMIL
JEWILLIRRII
Stop by and meet the new team.

4-H Geology Club will meet
4-H Geology' and Geo-Caching club will meet today (Tuesday)
from 3:30 to 4:45 p.m. The club will sponsor a Rock Hunt on Oct.
24 from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m.

Bingo planned Tuesday
Knights of Columbus will hold Bingo tonight (Tuesday) at 6:30
p.m. at the KC hall on Squire Road, Murray. The public is invited.

759-4944

To place an
ad call
)
753-1916 (C
t,EnGER&rnmEN

Al-Anon will meet tonight (Tuesday) at 6:30 p.m. at First United
Methodist Church. Enter from the rear door located near the playground. The only requirement is that there be a problem of alcoholism or addiction in a relative or friend.

Murray Singles will meet
meentoday) Tuesday at 7 p.m. in the annex
Mun-ay Singles
of the Calloway County Public Library. For more Information call
Pat at 489-2909.

Mi'dway College Works!

cc

)M I DWAY

sAnn(DAY!

—144ppisid2ss

107 S. 4th Street, Murray • 270-753-9959
Moti.-Fri. 9 a.m.-5 p.m., Sat. 9 a.tn.-.3 p.m. • Closed Sunday

LUNCH W
celebrated
come and

3/1-4‘
9

Accelerated Associate, Bachelor
& Graduate Degrees

tOd2

.

Murray Star Chapter No. 433 Order of the Eastern Star will meet
tonight (Tuesday) at 6:30 p.m. at the Masonic Lodge building, Ky.
Hwy. 121 North. Murray. Food and fellowship will be at 6:30 p.m.
and the meeting will start at 7:30 p.m. For information on membership call Betty Kunkel at 489-2333. Cookbooks are available by
calling Sybil Lasater at 753-4530.

Day, Evening and Online Classes

Now
oPEN

•
I

Eastern Star Chapter will meet

Enrolling now for January!

I arrv Patsy, Meghan XViltia and Marvin

• C'

Al-Anon meeting Tuesday

1 419.95 443)1

..
.•

FIRE TRI
departme
nrty helpe

Delta Department will meet

Aim Marie Dunlap
& Ross Jones

•
•

PLAY P:
a play dt

Murray Middle School Boys Basketball Team wili have a rebate
today (Tuesday) at the Big Apple. The public is urged to attend to
suppon the team.

•

Home & Auto

•

M.MS team plans rebate day

Erica Anderson
& Matthew Yezerski

Da :s Inn

Insurance

Murray Stroke/Brain Injury Support Group will meet Thursday at
5:30 p.m. in the Murray-Calloway Cotuity Hospital Center for
Health and Wellness classrooms. The program will be on
"Swallowing Difficulty after Stroke/Brain Injury" by Bridget
Murphy'. speech pathologist. Dr. Melissa Jones. psychiatrist, will be
the speaker. For inforrnation call Cheryl Crouch at 762-1557.

'Give Them a Break' program underway

Sherwin-Williams

753-4703

Jo Burkeen
Community
Editor

Stroke/Brain Injury Group to meet

Photos provided
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Student Health Fair planned
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Murray Art Guild will hold a "Pinhole
Cameni Morksbop" on Saturday, Oct. 17.
according to Debbie Henry Danielson, executive director. The cast will be $50 for guild
members and $75 for non members.
Participants may build their own pinhole
ctunera out of recycled containers and then
learn bow to use them and develop prints in
the darkroom. For more inforntation call
7534059 or e-mail murrayartguild.org.

Murray Main Street will
thaw its I 1th annual member:ship dinner on Monday, Oct. 26,
, 6 p.m. at the Robert O. Miller
:Conference Center. 201 South
4th St., Murray. Ticket price is
; $15 per person anti space is lim• ited.
Reser-yawns should be made
2ribt /14.alling 759-9474
h\

•
•
•

Xturrii

College
1-800-680-0999
www.midway.edu
Midway College It an
equal opportunity insti

/

2nnouncemenl
Piper Leigh
Hale
Mr. and Mrs. John Hale of
Mayfield are the parents of a
daughter. Piper Leigh Hale,
born on Wednesday, Sept. 23.
2009, at 4:31 a.m. at MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
The baby weighed 7 pounds
and measured 21 inches. The
mother is the former Mandy
Wiggins. A brother is Jaron and
a sister is Josie.
Grandparents are Michael
and Becky Wiggins of Wingo
anti Jerry and Jean Hale of
Mayfield.
A great-grandmother is
Laura Wiggins of Water Valley.
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PLAY PERFORMANCE: Students in Michele Handegan's 4th
grade class recently performed
a play dunng drama class titled "It could always be worse "
Photos

provic'ed
READ LIKE A ROCK STAR: Family Reading Night was recently
held at North Elementary.
The theme was "Read Like A Rock Star". Pictured, above and
below, teachers dressed up like
"rock stars" while students and their families participated in reading
activities and were served
a spaghetti dinner.
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FIRE TRIP: Kandi Dawson's P4 class at Murray Elementar
y celebrates a trip to the Fire
department by weanng hats that were given to them. They had heen
studying about community helpers
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LUNCH WITH GRANDDAD: Grandparents Day was recently
celebrated at North Elementary. Grandparents were invited to
come and eat lunch with their grandchildren.
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LAWNMOWER: Jackson Byrd and Grant Jones, P4 students
in Kandi Dawson's class at Murray Elementary show off their
fire hats from a trip to the fire department They are also
demonstrating how to use a pretend lawnmower that they
made from K'Nox. Their class has been learning about products and community services

CLIAPTER 5
The Dependable Pup Tent! If
there's a perfect name for our
camping home. it was a pup
tent! "Woody." Dad explained,
"A pup tent refers to a shelter
that doesn't have floors or windows. It's also a tent we have to
assemble, so let's read the directions." "Directions?" I barked!
"We're smart. We don't need
directions." "Woody, this is our
home for the next several days. I
think we should read the directions and get it right. A survival
rule is taking the time to do it
right the first time." Mom does
always talk about the importance of reading and following
directions. "Besides," Dad continued,"I would hate for the tent
to collapse while we were trying
to sleep."
Thanks to directions and
teamwork. we had our home.
"Let's go fishing." I suggested.
grabbing my pole. "Not yet.
son,- Dad answered. "We have
to gather wood and kindling for
a fire later." "With the trees
around us, that shouldn't take
long! Can I borrov. your knife.
Dad?""We can't cut off brink:hes of a perfectly good tree." Dad
said, "It could destroy it. We
also want to find WOOd away
from the campsite so we won't
use up all that's here. We need to
respect the land and not use all
its resources." 1 hadn't realized
that. "Anyway. Woody, we all
remember what happened the
last time you borrowed a knife,"
Chloe said. reminding me of the
silly mistake that meant a tnp to
the vet last month.
"Dad," I asked. "May Chloe
and I walk down the hill and
find firewood?""Sure, but don't
get out of sight and stay together. Remember.'' Dad instructed.
"be respectful and don't bother
any rocks. animals or trees. This
is their natural habitat and we

ILLU.STRATIONS 15Y PAL.IL f5RETT JOHNSON

have to value that.".Chloe and 1
promised to obey. As we went in
search of firewood, we sang.
"Do your ears hang low, do they
wobble to and fro? Can you...
Chloe, why have you stopped
singing'? The part where we tie
our ears in a knot is my favorite
part!" "Woo-dy." Chloe whispered, "Don't move. There's a
snake in front of us." I saw it!
My heart began pounding out of
my chest. I didn't want Chloe to
know how scared 1 was! I was
the brother, the protector. Even
though 1 was scared, I was
determined to play it cool.
"Don't worry. Chloe. I'll protect
you," I said, sounding cool as a
cucumber "Thartks Woody. I
read in my camping book that
snakes are more scared of people than we are than them.
Besides, I can tell by looking at
it that it's not venomous. It is all
one color and it has a spoon
shaped head. not a flat head. It
shouldn't bother us. but ! still
have the willies! Let's quietly
leave." That was the best idea
I'd heard. To be honest, it didn't
matter to me if it was venomous
or not. And how did the book That didn't
happen. Woody, tell Schmidt," but my eyes were
knov. the snake was more afraid Mom and
Dad the truth." heavy. "Tomorrow's a full day.
than we were? Did the author "Maybe the snake
wasn't 10 feet pups. You two go to bed and
interview snakes'? 1 hoped the long." I said. knovi.
ing it was Dad and I will stay up for a
snake didn't know vvhere our wrong to fib. Chloe rolled
her while to make sure the fire is
tent was pitched! Chloe and I eyes and Mom and
Dad completely out," Mom instructleft. Walking back to the tent, laughed.
ed. I knew I would be asleep as
we found enough dead branches
Once our tent was ready. fire- soon as my head hit the pillow.
lying on the ground for kindling wood gathered
and food put Chloe and I walked in our pup
and were back at the camp with- away. our parents
explained fire tent and I pulled back my sleepin a short time.
safety. "Pups. campfires are fun. ing bag. "Mommm! Daaad!
"Mom! Dad!" I barked when but they're a
big responsibility. Help!"
we arrived at the tent. "You're We must keep
the fire small and
never going to believe it. Chloe never leave
it unattended. We
and 1 saw a huge snake. It was also must have
water with us at
Thanks to LOccE/KU both
about 10 feet long and Chloe all times in case
the fire gets out E.ON companies and KPA for
was scared to death. She was of control."
rnaking this project possible.
crying and gmwling and barkOnce we understood the rules, Thanks to the Kentucky
ing. I thought I was going to we gathered
around the fire and Secretary of State for sponsorhave to pick up the snake and sang some
more camp songs. I ing the new podcast. For podmove it myself."
"DOG- wanted to sing every
verse of cast and questions and activities
WOOD"' Chloe responded' "John
Jacob Jingleheimer go online to www.kyress.corn
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Looking Back
Ten years ago
Published is a picture of Hoffman Nursery employees Dave
Babcock and Joe Kissel planting flowers and a tree in front
of Southwest Elementary school
The display is in honor and in
memory of the late Jason Linn.
His mother, Coleen. works at
the school The photograph was
by Staff Photographer Bernard
Kruse
Barbara Brandon, past president of the Murray Woman's Club,
was elected as governor of the
First District
of Kentucky
Wornen's Clubs at the district
meeting held at Kentucky Dam
Village Convention Center
Births reported include a boy
to Mark and D'Anna Sallin. Oct.
10
Twenty years ago
The bndge over Barkley Lake
on US 68/80 has been reopened
at full operating strength. according to John Puryear, district engineer of the Kentucky- Department of Transportation.
Don °verbs.. Murray lawyer,
and Larry. England, speech and
debate coach at Calloway County High School. will be speakers at a public forum on "Annexation of County Property to the
City of Murray" at the Calloway
County. Public Library tonight
Births reported include a girl
to Rhonda and David Herrell
and a boy. to Shannon and Robert
McNutt, Oct. 9.
Thirty years ago
Published is a picture of
Heloise Roberts, activity director for Long Term Care Unit of
Murray-Calloway County Hospital, wheeling in a patient, Ina
[very, long term care patient,
into the Murray-Calloway County Transit van pnor to a tnp
around Murray. The trip was the
first venture outside in some time
for Mrs. lvery and three other
patients.
Births reported boy to Mr.
and Ms. Richard e. Dillon, Sept.

2 1. a boy' to Mr. and Mrs. Joe
Marshall Comn. Sept. 24: boy
to Mr and Mrs. Steve Robertson. Sept 27 and a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Larry Foy. Sept 29
Forty years ago
Otho Burton. 58, Rt. 5, Murray, died Oct. I I at Vanderbilt
University Hospital. Nashville,
Tenn.. from burns received on
Oct. 8 when the gas tank ot the
tractor he was dnvIng exploded
Dr Joe N Prince is the new
dean of school of fine arts at
Murray. State Universits and was
honored at a reception He ts
pictured with Clara Eagle. drama
and music. Richard Farrell. music,
and Roben E. Johnson. drama,
all department heads in the school
of fine arts.
Mr and Mrs Gus Harrison
ssere married for 50 years Oct.
11.
Fifty years ago
Cadet Wener Lewis Drake
son of Mr. and Mrs. Robert O.
Miller of!vturray, has been accepted for admission to the senior
School in the I Ith grade at
Columbia Miiitary Academy,
Columbia. Tenn.
The annual Murray Lions Club
Light Bulb Sale will be held
tonight in a door to door canvas. according to Robert Huie,
chairman of the fur.d-raising sale.
Recent births reported at Murray Hospital include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Thweatt.
Sixty years ago
The Calloway. County Post of
the Amencan Legion has received
congratulations for their success
in the first phase of the 1950
Membership Drive.
Births reported include a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. J.B. Starks, Oct
4; a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Harlon Crouse. a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. Coleman McKeel and a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Robert
Knight. Oct. 5.
Sugar is advertised as selling
for 89 cents for a 10 pound bag
in the ad for Kroger this week.

iEs.,03.13y

Douglas took place in Quicy, III.
In 1909, political cartoonist Herbert Block (aka "Herblock") was
born in Chicago; jazz virtuoso An
Tatum was born in Toledo. Ohio.
In 1943, Italy declared war on
Germany, its one-time Axis partner
ln 1944, American troops
entered Aachen, Germany. dunng
World War 11.
In 1960. Richard M. Nixon
and John F. Kennedy participated
in the third televised debate of
their presidential campaign (Nixon
was in Los Angeles; Kennedy was
in New York.)
In 1962, Edward Albee's play
"Who's Afraid of Virginia Woolf'
opened on Broadway'.
In 1974. longtime television
host Ed Sullivan died in New
York City at age 72.
Ten years ago: The Senate
rejected
the
Comprehensive

DEAR ABBY: I have been
marned nearly a year. My husband and I were together for
five y.ears before that I am
his fourth wife.
What's bothering me is he
gel. most of ho, mail delivered to his
mother's -things such
as his cell
phone bill.
payhis
checks, etc.
Everything
he owns is
in storage in
another
Dear Abby country. He
all
makes
By Abigail
phone
his
Van Buren
calls from
work
and
never receives any at home.
I saw his credit report. He
has taken out loans I know nothing about.
I love my husband with all
my heart, but am I nght to
think a marriage isn't supposed
to be this way? I feel he has
two lives. -- IN THE DARK
IN TENNESSEE
DEAR IN THE DARK: I
don't know how many lives
your husband is living, but the
answer to your question is no,
a marriage is not supposed to
be the way yours is. Your husband's behavior is unusually
secretive -- and when people
are secretive, it is usualls,
because they have something
to hide.
There are many red flags
in your letter, and because of
that I'm advising you to talk
to an attorney and find out
how loans taken out without
your knowledge could affect
you.

Nucleat Test Ban Treaty,48 in favor
to 51 against, far short of the 67
votes needed for ratification. In
Boulder, Colo.. the JonBenet Ramsey,: grand jury was dismissed after
13 months of work with prosecutors saying there wasn't enough
evidence to charge anyone in the
6-year-old's strangulation Canadian Robert A. Mundell of Colurr.late University wow the Nobel Prize
for ecoisoutic sciences.
Five years ago: President
George Yr'. Bush and Democratic
nval John Kerry held their third
and final debate in Tempe, Ariz..
trading blows on the Iraq war,
taxes, gun control, abortion and
jobs.
One year ago: On Wall Street,
the Dow Jones industnal average
gained a shocking 936 points after
eight days of losses. American
Paul Krugman won the Nobel
ranze in economics.
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Antibacterial soap
causes split fingers

Wife's suspicions are raised
by husband's many secrets

Today In Illstorg
By The Associated Press
Today. is Tuesday, Oct. 13, the
286th day of 2009. There are 79
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Oct. 13, 1792, the cornerstone of the executive mansion,
later known as the White HOUr.e,
was laid during a ceremony in
/We District of Columbia.
On this date
In A.D. 54, Roman Emperor
Claudius I died, poisoned apparently at the behest of his wife,
Agrippina.
In 1775. the U.S. Navy had
its ongins as the Continental Congress ordered the conse-uction of
a naval fleet.
In 1843, the Jewish organization B'nai Et'rith was founded in
New York City.
In 1858. the sixth debate
between senatorial candidates
Abraham Lincoln and Stephen

Slurray Ledger & l'ime,
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DEAR ABBY: My girlfnend
gets weitded out and angry.
when I hold my kids from a
previous marriage in my lap
and want her to be close to
me at the same time. She says
it's "gross and inappropriate."
She acts like I am trying
to be sexual with her. but I'm
not -- I'm just trying to hase
her near me while I'm sitting
on the couch with my children. She says I should only
be affectionate with them and
her separately.
Am I the one with the problem here, or what? -- DAD
IN LAKEWOOD, WASH.
DEAR DAD: Your girlfriend may feel competitive
with your children, or she may
have something in Iser personal history that makes it difficult for her to differentiate
between patemal affection and
sexual
closeness
between
adults. If you want concrete
answers from her, you need
to discuss this subject more
fully with her so she can explain
why she feels the way she
does, because it's odd.
•••

DEAR ABBY: Since my
daughter left home several years
ago, I have become extremely anxious on Sundays. In the
afternoons it feels iike the
walls are closing in on me. 1
feel so depressed I have to
leave the house.
If I go'someplace that is open
and unconfined, with lots of
people around. I feel fine. When
I retum to my house in the
early evening and dote on my
pets, I get back to feeling normal.
Abby, some people have
said I suffer from "empty nest
syndrome." Others say it's
"cabin fever." Any thoughts on
what I can do about this"! -PHIL IN PHOENIX
DEAR PHIL: If your
daughter left on a Sunday, that
may be the reason you become
depressed and anxious on that
particular day of the week. Or
because you are less busy and
distracted on Sundays, you
become more aware of the fact
you are alone. Whether you're
expenencing "empty nest syndrome" or "cabin fever" is
in-elevant. Discuss your feelings of depression and claustrophobia with a licensed mental health professional so you
can be properly diagnosed and
receive help for your problem.
•..
Dear Abby is written by
Abigail N'an Buren, also
known as Jeanne Phillips,
and was founded by her mother. Pauline Phillips. NN'rite
Dear Abby at wwwDearAbby.com or P.O. Box 69440,Los
Angeles, CA 90069.
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l'ou therefore shill to a low heal*
hoping that East has the doubletP5
king.
Your judgertent is thorough(y
dicated when East produees thc kit*,
on which South plays ihe deuce. East
then continues with the heart jack, at
which South plays the eight. If ydli
get careless at this point and let
East's jack hold the trick, all your
efforts go right down the drain.
.
In the actual deak East is unable
to lead another heart, and declarer
later discards his Q-9 of hearts op
dummy's clubs to finish with 10
tricks.
Overtaking the jack with the ace
and leading another heart for East to
ruff is clearly the right play. You
know that South has the queen of
hearts because East would have woe
the first hcart lead with the jack had
Let's say you're West and lead the he held the
Also, you know
king of diamonds against four that if South had held the Q-8-2, he
spades. Partner plays the eight and would surely have covered the jack
South thc five. This presents you with the queen to estaolish dummy's
with a tantaliaing pmblem as to what ten as a trick_
to do next.
'The only sensible conclusion is
Of course, you can't see the East that South started with the Q-4-8-2
or South hands as you try to find the and that he ducked the jack in the
proper play at trick two. But after hope that you would also duck.
wrestling with the various possibili- South's clever attempt to lead you
ties for a while, you finally' conclude astray won't succeed if you Mop to
that unless partner has the king of give the matter sufficient thought
hearts, you can't heat the contract. before playing to the third tnck.
Tomorrow: Bad luck comes in bunches

West dealer.
Last-West vulnerable.
NORTH
41 10 8 6 4
V 10 4 3
•2
•A K Q 9 3
WEST
EAST
32
40 7
KJ
VA 7 6 5
•A K 7 4 3
•1 10 9 8
41)J 10 7
•8 6 5 4 2
SOUTH
•AKQI9 5
Q 82
•Q 6 5
•—
The bidding:
West
North East
South
I•
2•
Pass
4•
Opening lead
king of diamonds.
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DEAR DR. GOTT: A few
years ago, you published an am
cle about veterinary. lirtiltlent [kat
helped ease aching, painful joutia
associated with arthritis.
I would like to let you know
that this product also did won
ders for my shingles. I spent a
full month in pain owing to this
condruon. I then came across the
article I had saved ana decided
to give a a try for my- shingles
pain I went to the hay-and-feed
store nght away and purchased a
bottle of the gel (Turns out, it
was easier to use than the cream,
because I tried that one, too.)
The results were incredible
The pain disappeared. and I chdn't worry ahout it anymore
DEAR READER: Another use
for vetennary liniment. Thank you
for (*ming to share your stors,
with me and my readners.
Shingles is often . painful, itchy
and difficult to treat. it can lead
to permanent nerve darnage called
postherpetic neuralgia in some
people. This condition is similar
to penpheral neuropathy in that
it causes pain. numbness and tingling in the affected areas.
Thankfully', today, there is a vac.
eine for older people who are at
increased risk of developing the
condition. There are also several
medications, including antiviral
drugs that must be started within 72 hours of the first symptoms for best results, that may
shorten the infection, thus reducing the nsk of permanent datt14
age. Nerve-blocking medicines QOM
also relieve some of the pain,
can anti-inflanunatory drugs a*
narcotic pain relievers.
ia:
To provide related informatillt
I arn sending you a copy of *
Health Repori "Managing Chn-.4
ic Pain

Contract Bridge

•
•
•
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DEAR DR. GOTT: A while
back, you had al article about a
woman's fingers splitting open.
My mother, sister and I had the
same problem. My mother went
to several doctors, and not one
of them knew why she was having problems
We
tried
many kinds of
medicine. and
n(ithing
worked.
Finally,
we switched
soaps. We all
used antibactetials. and
we
Dr. Gott once
stopped using
them, our finBy
gers stopped
Dr. Peter Gott splitting.
Since then, 1
haven't had any problems as long
as I use regular hand soap. I thought
this could be especially helpful
to your readers. especially with
colder weather coming up, which
often causes dry skin.
DEAR
READER:
Dry,
cracked, splitting hands and fingers are a common complaint from
my readers. With antibacterial
soaps being so popular, it %imply
never crossed my mind that this
othertvise benign product could
be the cause.
I have printed your letter for
the benefit of my readers who
have not yet found relief from
the problem. Other possible solutions include glycerin, Bag Balm,
petroleum jelly' medicated chest
rubs. and creams and lotions that
contain vitamin F and lanolin.
To pmvide related information,
I am sending you copies of my
Health Reports "Compelling Home
Remedies" and "More Compelling
Home Remedies
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Murray State vs. Tennessee State
WHEN: 6 P.M. SATURDAY YVHERE: L.P. FlE1D, NASHVILLE

MSU tries to tame another OVC QB
WTTH UTILE LUCK AGAINST
PERRILLOUX, RACERS TuRN
ATTENTION TO DUAL THREAT
CAD/IN MCNIURL
ey MICHAEL DANN
Sports Editor
It's evident that Murray State lost the battle against Jacksonville State over the weekend, but it's possible they didn't lose the war.
Matt Griffin hosted as many as 87 recruits
fq campus over the weekend during Hotnecoming festivities and has even offered close
t9 15 scholarships for next season.
, While Griffin maintains his mantra of looking to the future, there is still the present
task at hand, which includes a Saturday night

date with Tennessee State al L.P. Field in
Nashville.
The Tigers are fresh off a 20-17 victory
over No. 16 Eastern Kentucky, on the road
nonetheless, and pose a similar problem that
No. 18 Jacksonville State presented to the
Racers.
Calvin McNairl has rushed for 412 yards
on the season, including four touchdowns.
while passing for 366 yards and an additional two touchdowns for a Tiger team that is
undefeated in the conference at 2-0 and 3-3
overall.
Murray State had its fair share of problems with Ryan Perrilloux over the weekend,
but Griffin claims that McNair! is much better with his feet than his arrn.
"'They try to run him a little more than
throw it. 1 think he's a tremendous athlete.
•See RACERS,28

INTIM
STUMM
OVC(Ova*
School
Tennessee State 2-0 (3-3)
Eastem Kentucky 3-1
(3-2)
Eastem Illinois 2-1
(4-2)
Tennessee Tech 2-1
(3-2i
Austin Peay
1-2 (2-4)
1-2 (2-4)
UT Martin
Murray State
0-2 (1 -4)
SE MIssouri St 0-4 (1-5)
Jacksonville St. 2-0 (4-2)
tram=
Tennessee Teal at /25 Eastern Molt.*
1 3Q p m (OVCSports TV)
UT Marfin at *23 Eastern Kentucky 2 00
p m (OVCSpOrtS TV)
Murray State at Tennessee State, 600
p m 10VCSports TV)

Photo courtesy of TSU Sports Information

Tennessee State starting quarterback Calvin McNair!
has thrown for 366 yards this season but has rushed
for 412, making him a dual threat which Murray State
whl have to contain on Saturday.

4TH DISTRICT VOLLEYBALL TOURNEY:
MURRAY 2, CFS 0
MARSHALL CO.2, CALLOWAY CO.0

2ND DISTRICT GIRLS SOCCER TOURNAMENT:
CALLOWAY CO. 3, MAYFIELD 2
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TOMMY DILLARD Ledge, & Times

Calloway County senior Shauna Wicker (center) celebrates her game-tying goal late in the first half of Monday night's
2nd District Tournament win over Mayfield. Joining her are Sara Warm (left) and Bethany Harlan. Wicker scored the
goal on a diving header off a corner kick from Harlan.

Hat-trick winner
WICKER SCORES THREE TO LEAD
LADY LAKER COMEBACK
By TOMMY DILLARD
Sports Wnter
MAYFIELD. Ky. — While
warming up for Monday night's
2nd District tournament opener, Shauna Wicker caught
glimpses of the boys match
between Calloway County and
Mayfield.
What she saw at the 12minute mark of the first half
made her twitch with jealousy.
A goal on a diving header,
in a tournament game nonetheless. by Mayfield's Manueal
Pineda.
"I'm all about headers and
I was like, 'Oh, man. I've.

always wanted to do that,'"
said C_alloway County's senior
center midfielder. "That's been
one of my dreams."
Late in the first half of her
own game, Wicker made Bill
Hale Field into a field of
dreams as she headed in a perfect corner kick from Bethany
Harlan to score one of her
three goals on the night and
even the game at two.
Calloway went on to escape
Mayfield's upset bid with a 32 victory, thanks in large part
to Wicker's offense.
She scored not only the
equalizer but the go-ahead goal

2rtil District Tournament
(at Mayfield)
Monday
(41 Calloway Co 3 (51 Mayfield 2
Wednesday
(4)Caloww Co sa (1)Maned Co 530 p.m.
(31 Graves Co vs (2) Murray 7 30 p m
Thursday
6p m
Champronship game

with
minutes remaining in
regulation to propel the Lady
Lakers into a Wednesday semifinal against top-seeded Marshall County.
Calloway coach Mike Harlan shuffled his lineup, moving Wicker up from her usual
center mid to fonvard to bolster his team's offensive attack.
She notched her third hat
trick of the se,ason in response

0 deficit against the underdog
Lady Cardinals.
Mayfield scored twice in the
first 10 minutes. both goals
coming off the foot of sophomore fonvard Jessie Gream,
to shell-shock the Lady Lakers.
But Calloway had been in
this position before, on the
same field against the same team
earlier this season.
"'They got us down 2-0 at
the very beginning when we
played them during the season," Wicker said."We had been
there before so we didn't panic.
It just seemed like 0-0 and I
just knew we had to fight back
and play hard."
Calloway did just that as
Wicker scored her first goal
See CCHS,28

as Calloway' rallied from a 2-

2ND DISTRICT BOYS SOCCER TOURNAMENT:
CALLOWAY CO. 6, MAYFIELD 2
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Calloway County defender Garrett Schwettman
attempts to deflect this pass into the box trom
Mayfield's Marc Wynstra as Calloway goalkeeper
Reid McDaniel (background) prepares for action

MAYFIELD, Ky. — No one
could have blamed Calloway
County's frontline if the chemistry had been a little off in Monday's 2nd District toumament
opener against Mayfield.
The Lakers played with an intact
starting 11 for the first time this
season thanks to a year riddled
with injuries, red cards and flu
bugs.
But the new look didn't seem
to phase the offense in the least
as the takers ran up six goals
on the homestanding Cardinals en
route to a 6-2 victory that earned
them a semifinal matchup with

bItCHIEL DANN Ledger & Titres

Murray High senior Taylor Butler goes up for this block
against Christian Fellowship's Whitney Teodozow
Monday night during the Fourth District Volleyball
Tournament at Murray High School. Butler finished with
six kills on the night.

LADY TIGERS BREAK THREE-YEAR
REGION TOURNAMENT DROUGHT;
MARSHALL DOWNS CCHS
MICIMEL DANN
Sports Editor
If drama ever needs a home,
it has one in the Fourth District volleyball tournament.
The match between Murray
High School and Chnstian Fellowship produced 12 ties and
12 lead changes. while the battle between Calloway County
and Marshall County included
resiliency, determination and
some serious timeout talks.
In the end however. Murray High beat CFS in straight
sets, winning 28-26. 28-26 and
Marshall County got the best
of Calloway, taking two sets
25-9 and 25-19.

The match of the night was
the back and forth tussle
between Murray and CFS. In
the first game, Murray built a
6-4 lead on the strength of
This Week
three kills by Taylor Butler.
2nd District Tournament
After a return from Catherine
Claywell in the net and two
(at Mayfield)
more points by Butler, the Lady
Monday
(3) Graves Co 5. (6) CCA 3
Tigers had built a 13-7 lead,
CaSoway
Co
6,
(5)
Mayfield
2
(4)
and that's when things got
Tonight
interesting.
(4) Calloway Co vs (1) Murray 5 30 p m
(31 Graves Co vs (2) Marshall C,o 7 30 p m
CFS rallied from six points
Thursday
down to tie the garne at 148 p rn
Charrosonshop game
all and build a five-point lead
of their own, going up 19-14.
top seed Murray tonight.
Junior forward Jared Shankle,
An errant serve by CFS
a transfer from Hickman County the following possession along
who joined the team three games with a Murray point and block
into the season, turned a hat tnck in the net by Claywell got
and sophomore Nick Holt scored Murray back to within two at
two crucial goals.
20-18.
Trailing 24-23, the Lady
R See LAKERS,28

FOUR SECOND-HALF GOALS BREAK

ch

carp

This Week

This Week
4th District Tournament
fat Murnry)
Monday
(1, Ma rshall C,o 2, (4) Cafloway Co 0
(3) Murray 2 121 CFS 0
Tonight
(3) Murray vs 1) MarShall Co 6 p m

Tigers got a much needed point
by. Lauren Dickman and were
able to knot the game again
at 24 on a Butler lob return.
Still, Murray could not capitalize as CFS regained the
lead at 25-24. Tied at 25, Butler gave Murray its first lead
since a 14-13 score and helped
them move on with a 28-26
win as Butler's block in the
net provided the game winner.
The second game provided
three early ties and CFS rattled off a lead of five points
or better five times. A Butler
kill got Murray to within one
at 22-21 and another kill by
Butler tied the game at 23. the
first tie since a 3-all game in
the early going.
It was the first of three as
the game would be tied at 24,
25 and 26. A Claywell spike
provided the spark Murray
needed, taking a 27-26 lead
and winning 28-26.
Murray High head coach
Breanna Volp said the drama
makes things more excittng,
but makes her more nervous
See VOLLEYBALL,28
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Racer men
women both
second place

'Slurray Ledger

SPORTS

Murray Ledger & Times

•Racers

From Page 1B
one. myself included. somehe really. is, much like Ry.an times forgets is that he did(Perrillousi was last week. I n't have a lot of starting reps
don't know that he has the under his belt." Griffin said.
arm strength that Ryan has. "Saturday. he played well and
Tennessee State has alway.s then at times he didn't. I think
been very sound, they don't that's soniething you have to
MU Seeds idiammilso
"Ils Murray Sute golf teams ask Calvin do something he come to expect from someone who is in his sixth or
arc in position to have good fin- cannot do."
Quarterback play was an seventh start. But w.e're going
ishes Tuesday in Paris, Tenn..
and Jonesboro, Ark.
all-around issue for Murray to stick with him and I think
The MSU rrien•s team fired State Saturday, not just defend- he's really going to work hard
an amazing low round of 270 ing the opposition. but for the to get better."
(18-under pari Monday in the Racers as well.
Despite Eastern Kentucky's
second round of the UTM Sky Griffin said in his Monday' top 20 ranking in the FCS
hawk Classic at Paris Landing press conference that Nico Yan- poll, Griffin wasn't shocked
State Resort P-ark
TSU team taking down
tko will again get zhe start by.
The Racers are sn setaand place
Saturday despite his three inter- the Colonels.
after rounds of 289-27(559, five
What was surprising to Grifshots behind leader Central ceptions where he was I8-forfin was the EKU team he saw
36 and 187 yards.
Arkansas 279-275=554.
Yantko was sacked five on game film.
Jared Wolfe was MSU's top
"The surprise when we
scorer with a spot in seoand times and scrambled for six
place after rounds of 69-6135, yards, but the fourth-year head watched that tape was what
while Nick Newcomb was in coach has to constantly remind Eastern Kentucky team they
fourth 'place after scores of 73- himself of Yantko's QB expe- played.
66= I 39.
It wasn't the same EKU
rience.
The Murray State wornen's
"Nico didn•t play poorly, team we played a few' weeks
team had a spot in seixind place but the one thing that every- ago. But credit TSU,they drove
at the Lady,' Red Wolf Classic at
the Jonesboro, Ark. County Club.
The Racers had scores of 316304-20 and were eight shots
behind host and leader Arkansas
State ,who had scores of 30430812.
MSU's Alexandra Hinteregger
was in fourth place in a field of
67 players with scores of 7973=152.

the held with 4:54 left in the
fourth and went 60 yards, scoring on a fourth down play
On the road. that•s a heck °I
A win."
On the injury front. Griffin upgraded Marcus Harris and
his separated shoulder to dayto-day.
"I don't think he'll practice (today). I'd just soon hold
him. but we'll make the nght
decision by him come Thursday. Friday and Saturday."
Derrick Townsel•s fatigue
got the best of him against
JSU and he didn't play much
of the second half.
Griffin expects Townsel to
be ready for Saturday, however.
"I think he might have had
a little bit of a strain, but
he's wore out and there's some
reason for that. Well hold
him (today) too. But we need
him -- without he and Marcus —we're thin outside."

From Page 1B
in the; 29th minute when she
punched in a pass from freshman [Prward Allie Daniel in
the box.
The Lady Laker defense
buckled down as well and held
Mayftpld scoreless for the
game final 70 minutes, an
effort:rviike Harlan credited to
his back duce, specifically
Cheyenne Maddox, who moved
back irom her usual midfield
positict
"Mtdefense did a phenomenal j ." Harlan said. "Hats
off to7.Cheyenne Maddox. 1
was expecting her to get a little tired, but she just kept
MICHAEL DANN / Ledger 8 Times
working hard. She took on that
Calloway County's Emily McKnight returns this ball past a pair of Marshall County
role and knew it was going to
41•001Kierit In the Fourth District Voileyball Tournament Monday at Murray High School.
be a hard place to cover."
Caflotav controlled most of
the secondipilf but as the clock
t woun$ tOwairal the. 10-minute
coach .Sonantha Hobbs,- it was
'They did really well actuFrom Page 1B
mark.'-ihe score was still knot"I think it's better coming like watching her girls sleep- ally. They played together as
ted at two.
from behind because the girls walk in the early goings of a team and the main thing that
But Wicker came to the resknow that they' can pick up their match against Marshall I needed them to do was play
ball
on
cue again, getting the
as a team and stay together.
their other teammates and play County.
a pass from Ellen Robinson
The Lady Marshals walked They did that and I couldn't
as a team if we arc down,"
that scooted between a defendVolp said. "We seem to come out with an early 9-0 lead and be happier for them."'
er's legs and firing it underThe Lady Lakers will gradtogether more in these situa- never looked back. building a
neath the Mayfield keeper to
tions. When we are up, 1 think 13-pciint lead three times at uate four players, including
give Calloway the advantage.
17-4. 18-5 and 22-9.
Deitz, Leanne Luther, Emily
everything is just easier."
"It-was the luckiest thing
But the Lady Lakers showed McKnight and Maegan Lusk.
Volp didn't shy away from
becattse I think it went through
-They're all excellent playadding that home court played a lot of resiliency in the sectwo gets of legs," Wicker said.
a part in her team's victory' as ond game and got quality play ers," Hobbs said of not only
s'We et nervous in shootouts,
out of senior setter and out- her seniors but her team as
well.
so wg knew we had to get it
"I think it almost had to. side hitter Brittnee Deitz. who well. "Some of them should
done:right then."
We know the court. the goals. made a miraculous recovery to be able to go to the college
After the go-ahead goal.
the speakers. Also, we have a get Calloway back to within level and play."
Mayfield had several opportuDietz had three kills on the
bigger fan base because we three at 12-9 anti provided a
nitievso score playing the ball
are at home, so they see the kill to get the team to within night, while McKnight had two
direct. but the Calloway defense
points and one kill. Luther
support and I really believe one at 12-11.
and firkeeper Haley McCuisMarshall County built a four- finished with four points, one
that helps."
ton
wed off the challenge.
Butler finished with six kills point 16-12 lead. but the Lady ace and one kill. Samaritha
Mit:Liston finished with 17
on
the night while Claywell Ulcers quickly erased that. knot- Darnell had one point and one
saves.'fan the night.
racked up nine. Dieleman had ting the contest at 16-all. draw- kill. while Lexie Watson proCaNsway will attempt to
ing a timeout from the Lady vided two points and three
avengg:two regular-season loss- 14 assists while Kathryn Wilkills. Allison Rogers had one
son added 12 digs. Chelcie Marshals.
es ter- Marshall County' in
Despite their efforts. Cal- point and seven assists.
digs and
Winchester
had
eight
Wedif;day's semifinal. Game
Tonight's
championship
loway' could not capitalize and
Aneshia Gray' had six digs.
time
set for 5:30 p.m. at
For Calloway County head Marshall County responded fol- showdown betwe,en Murray and
!slayfkid.
lowing the timeow, taking a Marshall County will begin at
23-17 lead before taking the 6 p.m. at Murray High School.
Ns
I
.
I Al
.
The Lady Tigers lost in three
match.
Still. Hobbs couldn•t have sets to Marshall County at
been prouder of how her girls home back on Sept. 3 and
responded when their backs again in Draffenville back on
Sept. 22.
were against the v(4111.

•Volleyball
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KENTUCKY PREP SCOREBOARD
Kentucky Feelball Prep Polls
Sy The AerreciMed Press

4 Men Co -Slooneville5 Lax Catholic

7-0 126
4-3 90
7-0 75
5-2 84
7-0 54
5-2 29
61 28

4
5
6
9
8
10

LOUISVILLE Ky (AP) — Tbe lop
teams in the Kentucky Assoosted
Press high school football poets with
Wei-place votes recoras iota pents
and previous rankings

6 Lawrence Co
7 Merlon Co
8 West Jeeirarnrie
9 F ranken-&mown
10 Lou Vollory

Claes IA
Rank.School
FPV Red TP
1 MayheIO
(10) 8-0 180
2 Lex Cinnabar
(8) 6-1 174
3 Cnnenden Co
- 7-0 144
4 13eechwood
II) 4-3 131
5 F ranidon
5-2 105
6 Hazard
- 4-3 74
7 Alen Central
- 6-1 65
8 Bellevue
- 5-2 52
9 Racially-id
5-3 37
10 Lou Holy Gross
4-4 28
Orel Fairy**.
5-2 28

Others receiving votes: 11. Lou
Western 25 12 Holmes 24 13,
McCneary Centre 8 14. Rowan Co 7
15. Knox Central 5 18, Lou Feeds* 4
17 Rockcastie Co 3

Pres
1
2
3
4
5
8
7
9
10

Others receiving voiles: 12,
Campbellsville 10 13. Pikeville 7 14,
Lynn Camp 3 14, Bethlehem 3 16
Lou Ky Country Day 2 16,
Williamsburg 2

Pre
1
2
3
4
6
7
9
8
10
5

Others reetelving voles: 11, Coy

Holy
Cross 13 12. limoock Co 5 13.
Glasgow 2. 13 Bardsrovm 2 13, Carroll
Co 2
Cases 3A

Rank-School
1 Mason Co

FPV Ikx1 TP Pvs
(11) 7-0 180
1

2 Seminal
3 Beery
4 Lou. Central
5 Stook:Ion Clerk
6 Russel
7 Western Ills
8 Union Co
9 Henry Co
10 Magafftn

(4)
(4)
-

8-0 170
5-2 130
2-5123
5-2 113
5-3 93
5-2 66
4-3 41
5-2 30
5-2 22

2
3
5
6
4
10

7

Others receiving voters: 11 Breathe!
Cc 21 12 Fleming Co Si 12, Paducah
Technic)9 14 North OlIcetam 6 15.
Rusaelville 5 15 McLean Co 5 17
Spacer Co 4 18. Edrnoneon Co 2
18, East Ridge 2

Rank-School
1 Boyie Co
2 Bee Co.
3 Lone Oak

tellpOnSable tO«

insertion Any ens
act rnmolately
be.made

Claes SA
Rank-Scrwol
FPV Red TP Pre
1 Highlands
1
(191
::
7
7.0:
10
51
2
4 ch
ilowing
nst.Green
co
- 6-1 165
2
3 John Harden
3
- 8-2 115
AsovandAndeo.....800,orsonstamCo
5
- 5-2 95
7
4
3
; 10
8 Perry Co Central
61
6- 1 5
9 Grayson Co
- 7-1 32
9
10 Henan Co
- 5-2 15
(be) Cov Cathodic
- 4-3 15
(eel Johnson Central - 3-4 15

The karat- Board s
pub* hearing in 9
council chamber), uf
tv review the foil,
4thAndrute C A do
melted to attend If
oantarct the Mum)

Olners ravening voles: 13,
Southwestern 14 14, Dols liwghts 13.
15. BuLlat Central 12 16. Oidham Co
6 17, Pulaski Co 3 17. thither
County Central 3
Class &A
Rank-Sehooi
FPV Red TP Pre
1 Lou SI Ka nee (19) 61 190
3-4 166
2 Lou Tmity
2
3
3. Simon Kenton
138
4. Sect CO.
- 6-1113
8
5. Lou. Fern Creek
6-1 95
8
6. LPL Eleller0
- 5-2 68 10
4
7. Lex. Henry Clay - 5-2 63
8. Lou. Melo
- 5-2 30
9. Lou, Buller
- 6-1 37
7
- 7.1 37
(tie) Conner

•

Others receiving votes: 11, Lex.
Bryan Station 29 12, CarKrai Hater
25 13, Ryte 18. 14. Lou DuPont
Manuel 13 15, George Rogers Clark 9.
16 Greenwood 6
All Associated Press members in
Keneucky are eligitte to participate in

Class 4A
FPV Rad TP Pvs
(16) 7-0187
1
13) 6-1183
2
- 8-0 152
3

S30d Reward for

voted for this week's poll are' The Daly
Indecandisni Ashland. Daily News,
Bowling Green, Times Tribune. Cohn;
11-* Advocate. Messenger. Derivate.
Daily Enterprise. Harlan;
Gleaner,
Fiendenion, Kentucky New Era
Hopkinsville. Lexrcion Heraki-Leacler,
The Courier-Journal, Loshaille: The

matibn leadinc
,ecoSiery of
SA200
Li
Pipeliner
Generator wrth
and ;propane ark
brig torch.
(270)753-5736

kiessereer The Muray Ledger &
lines Owensboro Meesenger-inguirw
The Paducah Sun Appalachian News
Express. Pikeville. Kentucky Encikcer
Fon Mikhail. WICOL WSON, WTVO

AD FOR 0?
$75.00 PE

the high school toots/ poll. Those who

Ledger-ineependent The Walla'

GE1'THEIS 1

' MONTTri

CALL 753-i

sitakers
From Page 18
Shanide missed the middle
portion of the regular season
with an ankle injury and Holt
suffered from the flu toward
the end of the season.
"We haven't had Shankle
and Nick up top together as
much as we would have liked,"
Calloway coach Brandon Morris said. "I think that kind of
showe,c1 in the first half. We
were making good runs, but
we weren't making the extra
pass."
The Lakers got it worked
out after the break, sr:0ring
four second-half goals to break
a 2-2 tie and earn another shot
at their crosstown rivals on
neutral turf.
Junior midfielder Blake
Maness scored one goal himself but was involved in nearly every Laker score.
Maness was a quarterback
of sorts in the midfield, delivenng the ball to Shankle and
Holt on runs into the box all
evening.
He had ars assist to Holt on
the go-ahead goal and (mother tc Shankle on the goal that
gave Calloway a 4-2 advantage, crafting a through pass

tttt towel

Blue, ext. cab, 4 dr., 79k miles

Feats,* EVIIH1:

:
0017odv z-lno.etect

MURRAY MOTOR COMPANY
2004 Chewolet
Silverado 1500

OCTOEK 16 g- 17
AT PM.

LP

Haverstock Insurance Agency

Class 2A
Renk-School
FPV Red TP
1 Fort Campbell ;17) 7-0 188
2 Presin
,
sburg
(2) 8-0 161
3 Corbin
- 6-1148
4 Murray
- 7-0128
5 Monroe Co
- 6-1 95
6 Green Co
- 5-2 78
7 Lou OsSales
- 4-3 75
8 Lou Chnstien Acad • 6-1 61
9 Newport Cent Carl - 3-5 48
10 Slielby Valley
5-2 41

•6CHS

.04

5'CCPRM. Er CIP

41*-.4

$9,500
•

4W,51

$6,000
2004 Kia Sedona EX, silver. leather, loaded, 4 dr., 89k miles
$5,200
2004 Ford Crown Victoria, white, 4 dr., interceptor, 80k miles
$4,000
2003 Ford Escort, red, coupe, 81k miles
$3,800
2003 Dodge Caravan, white, great family- vehicle
63,200
2003 Chevrolet Malibu. sedan, gold
$6,500
2003 Nissan Anima S, green. 4 dr.
2002 Volkswagen New Beetle Turbo S, red, moonroof, loaded,
$5.500
leather,6 speed, 85k miles
2002 Chrysler PT Cruiser Ltd. Ed., silver, chrome wheels, 4 dr•,
loaded, leather
$4,200
*FtEDUCED* $2,500
2002 Oldsmobile Alero, silver, great car
$6,400
2002 Ford Mustang, red, coupe
$3,800
2001 Pontiac Grand AM SE, red, coupe
$4,000
2000 Jeep Cherokee, silver, 4 WD,*NICE*
$4,000
2000 Chevy Blazer LS, black, 2 dr., 4 WD
*REDUCED* $2,200
1999 Volkswagen Passat, green, 4 dr.,

811 Sycamore St., Alturray
2'70-761-6803 0..C.ell 270-2)7-62

that allowed Shankle to go
one-on-one with the keeper and
boot the ball into the bottom
left comer of the net.
"Blake is our main playrnaker," Holt said. -He gets
the ball and he looks directly'
up to play balls througti to us.
If we're riot up where we need
to be, he has the shot to put
it on goal."
Morris hoped the evening
signaled a resurrection of sort&
for his offense. The Lakers
were shut out in four out of
five games dating from Sept.
26 to Oct: 5
The first-year coach talked
about his team's need to finish pnor to the tournament.
and got a strong response Monday.
"The main thing was that
we got good runs from Nick
and Shankle and Blake can
pick them out," he said. "Nick'
and Shankle both have enough .
composure to finish, arid that's
what we need."
After nearly 20 scoreless
minutes, Mayfield opened up
a flurry of scoring at the 23minute mark in the first half
when Marc Wynstra scored off
a throw-in.
Calloway answered at the I 5minute marts when Shankle
scored his first goal of the
night. Holt fired a shot that
deflected off the keeper and
in just two minutes later.
But just one minute later,
Mayfield scored the night's
niost remarkable goal, a diving header by Manueal Pineda off a pass from Wynstra.
The Lakers went into the
break tied at two, despite a
feeling they had outplayed the_
Cardinals.
"We were frustrated because:we knew we had outshot their!:
like 3-1," Holt said."The coaches told us to keep our heads
up and keep looking for ihoSe through balls that led to mom'
of our goals."
Holt scored the go-ahead'
goal just three minutes into the second half off a string of
passes from Maness
Shankle.
He dribbled past two defeno".;*:!
ers and fired a shot that
led into the net after beirfe.
.::
deflected by the keeper.
7:‘1".
Calloway takes on Mun-ay:-:
in a semifinal match tonight-:;
at 5:30 p.m. at Mayfield.
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PUBLIC NOTICE
lelel a
public hearing on Wed Oct 21, 2009 at 4 30 p m in the
council chambers ixf City Hall. located at 10,1N 5th Street
r+view the following dunenstonal vanance request
Sth Andrus C A Jones Mgt 1'1 All interested pereces are
invited to attend If further informsuon is needed, plea*
contwrt the Murray Penning Dept at 782-0330

urr US NEU YOU PROMOTE

www.murraykyspartments-com
270-767-9111

Spe,Aalizing in newly built
! & 2 Bedroom Apartments
Water sewer, trash & Cable TV included
Appliances included. No PETS!

YOUR BUSINESS.Give us a call and we can eve yo•
;

details on this 2.x2 ad.
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Classified Department
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Store
312 N. Market St.
Pans, TN 38242
(731)707-0311
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and holiday decor.
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the first insordon of
their ad for any
error. Murray Ledger
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responsible for only
one Incorrect insertion. Any error
should be
reported Immediatkily so corrections can
be made.

FOUND in Hazel-biack
and white kitten
green eyes
litterbox trained
female
would like to find previous owners
can be picked up at
7044 US Highway 641
S in Hazel.
(270)492-8854
0.50 L
"War"
1
CHAFil:E'S Antique
Mali & Soda Fountain
is seeiung a part time
clerk. Must
have some computer
skills and be able to
type. Apply inside. No
phone calls

DISCLAIMER
When accessing the
-help wanted- section
on our classifieds
webpage at
muirayiedger WM,
you wdl he redirected
to yobnetwork.com.
By default.
Murray and local job
listings wdl appear on
ens website.
ilossever, as a national
website, not all listings
on nie plinetwork.con
are placed through
the Murray Ledrx
& Times Please call
us if you have any
questions regarding
the Murray area
job listings Thank you

2BR Duplex, C/HIA,
all appliances, needy
remodeaed. 1003-B
Northwood.
(270)753-0259

1 1.;

Ilhound

STAFF
Arsountant/CPA successful CPA firm
offenng competitive
satary 4 clay work
week 2yrs. public
accounting experience
and BS 41 accounting
required. Email
iesurne conaderdially
to- Julie0sacora.coin
THE C.A. Jones
Management Group
now hiring for Me following posrtions for a
temporary' assignment
that will be from
November 15, 2009
through February 1,
2010:
Customer Service
Representatives
Data Entry Clerks
Shipping Clerks
Receiving Clerks
The hours of operation
for the facdity are 7 00
arn cst to 2:00 am
cst. AN shifts &Valiable Flexibie Hours.
Please submit your
resume to
careers et chuckKines.net or complete
an application at 306
Andrus Dr. Murray,
KY 42071.

2BR near NISU, appliances
furnished,
C/H/A. Coleman RE
753-9898

TUCKER Equrtabon
Endurance Trail
Saddle. senal *
061496004W. excellent conditiors saddle
only retails $1.700
new with banket &
tack, all for
$1,000/080. Cal
(270)227-8932

4BR, CAVA, all appliances. Coleman RE
753-9898.
Calloway Garden
Essex Downs
Apartments

.51ELECT10141USED APPLIANCES,
WARD t'MINS

THE. Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do oxur.
Readers using this
inforrhation do so at
their
owr
risk.
Although persons and
companies mentioned
herein are believed to
be reputable, The
Ledger
&
Murray
Times, nor any of its
emplo‘osies accept any
responsibility whets°.
ever for their activities.

ADMINISTRATIVE
Assistant
Approximately 16
hours per week
Computer skills
required
Send resumes to:
farmingtonchurchawk
net or
PO Box 172
Farmington. KY 42040
IMMEDIATE Full-time
receptionist Excellent
people, phone: computer & typing skills
and able to team new
software applications
Mail resumes to P.O.
Box 1040-F, Murray,
KY 42071.
LPN/RN part-time 10p6a, Thur & Fri, Apply .n
person at Green Acres
HealthCare, 402 Vr.
Farthing, Mayfield Kv.

apply In person et BrItthaven of Benton
2807 Main Street Hwy 641 S Bolton, KY
42tr25 EOFJAAE
NO PHONE CALLS PLEASE

to pia up any pictures you harve
dropped oN at the Murray Ledger
& Thee.
Birth announcement,
engagement,spode.special sections in the dasellieds etc.

Tr INK

TO
)01CPUIE YOUR
(VOIT TODAY
(270)348-4413

.
SPECIAL!!!
This lx1.5
Could.be yours
tor ONLY S85
per month.
Up to. 20 words
(270)753-1916

MECHANICS
AppTentice.
Good
pay/benefits while vou
train. Medical, 30 days
vacation/yr
$
for
school. HS grads ages
17-34. Call Mon-Fn
1800-T77-6289
InScribe, local compa•
ny with online school.
learning to be a
Medical
Transcnptionist, and
have a alb, info sharing every Monday
10am and every
Thursday
6pm in October call
270-761-0133.

I Mears
CAN'T be at home with
your child during the
day? Let me offer you
The Next Best Thing
State Certified child
care in my horne 7
years experience For
info call 705-2874
ARE
HOLIDAYS
NEAR? DO
YOU
NEED YOUR HOUSE
CLEAN E D?
270-293-5806

Don't Forge

(270) 753-1713. -

TOP quality
oansignrneni furniture
accessones and
antiques
Reed Interiors
603 Main St
753-6.361

555-B Ford Backhoe
Extend-a-Hoe 1965
$8000 Ftml 293-3232

Ell

IMES

1001 VVhitnell Ave.
Hours:
8:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.
(270)753-1916

1

Firevickdd 293-2487

YAMAHA G-2 Grand
Piano, 5' 7'. High polish ebony finish, very
nice piano. $8,200 +
tax delivered.
(2701437-4432

(14 X 56) 2E1E1 Home
and Lot or State Line
Rd., Crossland
412,5001
Contact Broker &
Owner
Mike Coniey
270.293.3232

...

2 & 38F1 available var
locations
IOUS
Coleman RE 753-9898

HAZEL NOW one bedroom Appliances.
water sewer, trash,
electnc induced
$550/mo
{270)492-8211

\I I \1.
3 7,.

2&4 f3eclroorn houses
lease & deposit
required. 753-4109
243LDROOM, 2-Bath
House, completely
remodeled, PantralheaVair, washer/dryer,
all appliances furnished, quiet locabon
near lake, no inside
pots, non-smoking,
$700.00irnorith. one
year ease deeesn
ar references
required. 753-5719

3BR, IBA $675 per
month. 978-0742

I

sofrus
MINI-STORAGE
0 q. 4TH ST.
of 121 S.
tale
14:15 tide
127111 4342524
2934906

102

PAUPER
MINISTORAGE
.enside climate control
MOn9cie
•Secunty alarmed
•Safe & dean
-We sell boxes!
*We rent U-Hauks.
753-9600.

2f3R Ne•vty redecorated. New heatingAC
units_ Stove, fridge,
W/D hook-ups_ NO
pets Ref./lease/dee
Water, sereer. trash
paid. Cardinal Dr. in
city $515.
(270)767-1176
2BR, gas heat. No
pets. Clean and mow
yaids $4-00/mo plus
deposit. 442-8360.

\

1

New ads plaid

1111
in ow paper are
posted en our
wand/.far fray/

293-46o6
NICE, large 2BR, 2BA
duplex All appliances.
No pets. $500/mo +
dep. 436-5927
NOW LEASING
1, 2 & 3bedroom Apts.
We accept Section
8 vouchers.
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts.
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday. Fnday.
Phone 759-4984.
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDO #1-800-648-6056

• n s
24/7 Surveillance
Climate Control
Electricity

1

Subscribe to the
MURRAY

LEDGER SiTiNILS

alert

[
ILRIR" 1
ANT1OUES, Call Larry
LARGE 3BR $295
753-3633
753-6012
BUYiNG
Junk cars, trurdics and
er Rent
tractors. 436-5235,
227-6004
OR 2br apts nea
downtown
Murray
CASH paid for
Lease and deposi
good, used guns.
required 753-4109
Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S 12th.
1BR apartment. All utilMurray
ities paid, w/d hook-up.
$550 per month plus
deposit. 270-227-4325

l

FREE PALLETS
Please No Phone Cells

GF1EAT
apartment,
close to MSU, quiet
neighborhood
w/d included, no
pets. $400/rno Deposit
& lease required
293-5871.

G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119 E Main
(270) 753-6266
CAN (270) 293-4183
9 a.m - 4 m M-F

Fa Riot

MOM COMPUTERS
ServicelSales
Repairs Upgrades
759.3558

Loading Dock of Murray Ledger 8 Times
First Come • First Serve

1505 Diugwd Drive
Murray, KY 42071
One and Two
Bedroom Apartments
276-7534556
TDD 14100-545-11133
Ext. 283
Equal opporturoty

LARGE 3EIR apt,
newty remodeled on
campus, C/H/A. W&D.
$600 water. sewage &
trash furnished. no
pets 759-4696

3pt. hit& double disc
plow. 492-8774

rumm
EDGER

A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668

Study in paradise. 9
miles from campus.
1.. I
Saddle
515
5400/mo
206-883-6219

L

Medal
Brethaven of Benton IS curretitty accepting
applications fdr the following position RN
lull-time afternoon shift, We offer competitive vrages and an excellent benefit package
Must be licensed in the State of Kentucicy

HOUSE with garage
for rent Hazel. KY
must nave references
$450 month e- $450
secunly
270)978-7441

For Reel
2BR duplex, CAVA
venous
locations
Coieman RE
753-9,898

•

e0ORDIMATOR, AIMS PROGRAM,
TRIO/Upward Bound-Math and Scarce,
Murray State University Pontoon to begin
November 2, 2009. 04.1ALJRCATIONS:
Bachelors Degree Required Degree in Matto
Science, Comptaer Science. Health Science's,
Agriculture, Engineeriog or related held preferred. Master's Degree in Counseling.
Education, Human Services, Communications
or related heed preferred Must have two years
e/cperience working with low income. first generation students Experience working with secondary studerers Worts.and NO school personnel neeckid. Idlest have knowledge of college admissions, academic requirements, the
finanaal aid process, ano web page design.
Excellent oral and wrinen communication skies
and tirne managersent skills required.
RESPONSIBILITIES: Plans workshops and
activities for participants dunog the academic
year Coordinates daytime classes and
evening fusses during the StiMMer component C-onoucts bimonthly school visits and college preparation workshops_ Administers mentoning program. oublishan monthly newsletter,
and maintains web page. Evening and weekend work required during the slx-week residential summer program, end occasionally throughout the year. Salary commensurate with expenence and education. Application Daraine:
October 23, 2009. TO APPLY: Seod letter of
application, resume, arvd names of three professional references to Doris Ciark-Sarr.
Ph.D., Director of AIMS Program. Murray State
University, 240 Blackburn Science Budding,
Murray, KY 42071. AIMS is a program of the
U.S. Department of Education. Equal education & employment opportunity AWF/Di .4A
Employer

VERY Nice, 2Bedroom, 1 -Bath
Duplex. centralheatair, washer/dryer,
/di appliances furnished, great location.
no pets,
non-smoeurig.
$603.00/rnonth, one
year lease, deposit
and references
required 753-5719.

Apartamls For Mal

270)97O-7084$30id Reward for tnformatibn
leading to
recoirery of stolen
SA200
Lincoln
Pipeliner
Weide rGenerator with oxygen
and 'propane and cutting torch.
(279)753-5736

lna
1 vi
timm.

Rod

Today we are
celebrating anything!
Birthdays,
Anniversaries or
Congratulations.

The kurratlisanteLlasanAdadaionla

,g was that
from Nick
Blake can
said. "Nick
iave enough
1, and that's

0 scoreless
opened up
; at the 23le first half
a scored off

101
1=

To Phce Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1916 ask for Jill Stephens or Ashley Morris
or stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave.-Office Hours: Monday-Friday 3:00 a.rn.-5:00 p.tia • Fax: 753-197a

11, Le.
zral Nardi.
)uPont
vers Cava 9

ben in
unclose in
▪ Those who
ire The Daily
ay News,
kine, Corbin;
Denvee.
'he Glesnee,
Ere.
poud-Leader.
nee, The
Mayfiekl
edger &
nee-Inquirw.
chew News
lry Enquirer,
W'TVO

Lain nonce
Nolo.
Personal
Amnon
Farronnorm
Lan And Porno
Help 111•41•4
Poona.111•4144
Danmes C3dOcaro
lanionne Conorlsodts
Incioroco
Coloniars
applara• Foss
Owl To Ilus
Arida. For ICA
A0104noso
%own Fiamosonos
AnItouso
Lawn 6 Golan

Ili'1111“
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3 90
-0 75
.2 64
e 54
.2 29
.1 28

CLASSIFIEDS

1BR, price reduced,
various locations.
Coleman RE
753-9898.

UNIVERSITY Heights
Apts. is now accepting
applications tor 1 & 2
BR rental assisted
apartments. M-W-TH,
8-2:30 1734 Campbee
St. 759-2282 Hearing
Impaired only 1-80°648-6056
Equal
Housing Opportunity.
VERY Nwe Large,
2-Bedroom. 2-Bath
Duplex, completely
remodeled. centralheat/air, washer/dryer,
all appliances furnished. great location,
no pets,
non-smoking.
$650.00/month, one
year lease, deposit
and references
required. 753-5719.

name Dalkery
Local Mail11
3 sra.--SSW
3
aw.
--USA
6 us..-988.411
I ye -$106.811 4SW-WAS
1 yr.--SIMS
Mast air M.YriT4
(74,
100 01064•06
1
1

3 sir..--$70A1
ti auk-4011.1111
yr..-.....41.2810

1
1 Cheek

AN Oduer Mal
Stiordatimei
3 am -.--IOUS
6 too......_106.80
1 yr.---814516

Money Order

Name
1
1 St. Address
1
City
1
1 State
1
Daytime Ph

Visa

MX

_
-t
Zip

Mail this coupon with payment to
1
1
1
1
•

Murray Ledger & TInies
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 42071
Ch- call (270) 753-1918

CLASSIFIEDS

48 • I uesday (ktober 13, 2009

WEST
Calloway
County
Devetopmers
•Track hos, dozer.
back:hoe wort & septic
systems, top soil &
gravel for sale We
build you • Home to
Su** your Needs

Strict 1986

24 tom OWN=
Res Coin., & lad.
Licensed & Insured
All Jobs - big ut small

11119 U.S. Hwy 121 15y-Pliee
Next to Farm Bureau 10 000 sq. ft.
olhos building Can be divided into
three units of 3,333 mg ft each
Cak 270-293-1259 Of 270-M-40111

753-95

Fer lei
1440 sq ft Nag fo
lease Great location
NIS QM hall
978-0402
PROFESSIONAL
office space for lease.
Apps 1.500 so.ft
978-0402
Prep FOr
Cornmercatl buolding
for sale ot tease High
traffic. Great
978-0402

ENERGY saving new
home. 2,244 sq.h
under roof 3BR, 21EM,
(oath (*Wings), 2 car
garage concrete deatel,
patio & front porch, no
city taxes, 88.000
rebate, first time buyers. 210-3781,
559-2032
FSBO 38R, IBA 1 2
acres, 24x30 separate
garage Hardin
293-5915 703-2477
705-1978

Murray Ledger & I lases

4.*4-21367 Lamb's
Professional Tree
Service Complete
tree
11111110V01, gutter
cleaning. hauling etc
Insured Emergency
293-1118

270-210-3791.
270-58'rt 2032
',TARRY'S
Tree
Service. Free estimates. Phone
438-2562. 227-0267

‘" [1_11"""
1
Calhoon Construction,LLC

THE Murray Ledger &
Ttmes consider, its
sources reread*. Dot
staccuracees do occur
Readers .wing this
Information do eo
ewer own nee Altiough
persons and carnpeniee
mentioned heroin are
oelitived to be WIutabla The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its emptoppes
amyl any nisponaltety whatsoever ter their
activiees

Additions, Windows, Stdzng,
Painting, Flooring, Roofing,
Decks, Concrete
& Repairs

Office: 270-761-6790
Celli: 270-978-1007
0

436-6141 AAFFORDABLE
Houling. Clean out
garages. guners, )uns
& tree WOOS

Theatre
to offer
ghost tour

ADAMS Hoene
kaproverwera
Additions,
Remodeling, Roofing.
Vinyl Siding. Lamm/Ile
Floors. Repairs,
Insured
227-2517 474-0586
111 I \ I

I

\ I tIt hill Brie,

4°~H
ist:'-

AKC Mini PIO puppies
3-temples born July 1,
2009 $350 00-piece.
parents Del prorn:ses
978-1550

DOG Obedience
(270)436-2858
FIRL
F4 Sism171es
Feeder pigs, $36
227-0627

KEI-LY FARMS
For Sala
Wheat Straw bales
10 or rnore
S2 00 a bale
Square & round
bales horse qualrty.
Cell: 293-6755

MOUE 783-8497

•

eva.

1

---111
"');.
.. - I
APPUANCE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARTS
(270) 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren

REDUCED!
3BR. 1-1/2 Bath,
beautiful large comer
lot, lots of Koine.
759-2475
REDUCED- 3.968 ST
RT 94
EAST- IS
WHERE YOU VVILL
FIND THIS 3 BEDROOM,1 BAT1-4 COMPLETELY
REMODELED
HOME.NEW
COUNTER
TOPS.NEW
STOVE.LJGHT FIXTURES.3 BEDROOSA
A
BE
COULD
DEN.C/HIA. $59,900
fALSO 51624 AGREE &
ASSOCIATES REALTY CALL RENEE
270-705-1027

1006 Southwood Spies
280K. 978-0074.
Muer Leaser a now ask
Ilbssins Act Notice
Ai eelales Misread him
a east as ie NSW Ilele
rAidi mess it
ti141
4b
saz=
bstrier, mkg
venoms
lamiallstalua a meal one: )1.
%IS weir am '
strbri, ;rt.
ernes hmitatonn dawnntaw
nun
i41.•

,^ the yale wntai ad Yeriwans
na,:wow tared un odor.:n
addinun tu thoye protected
under federal law
We will knowIngly accept any
adsertlans ke mai estate hitt
n not rkkabon d the law Ail
are hereby :Monad
alln.dweihno advertised,*
111 seal appear
bran
or hotter metre widi Fir
ounng Ad rertiYing require:Irk contact !yak Counsel
648-10011

WHY rent wher yoL
can own? Save 8K first
time home buyers
130K house for sale
949-322-1495

BRICK & Block layer
availeasie
270-252-0667

CHADWICK Catering
Ready to serve your
celebration needs
Contact Cheryl
Checnvica
t27C)492-8266

Custom bulldozing
and 1rackhoe work
land oleanng
untlerbrushong nacos
takes and waterwava
Free estimates
Gene Pwke293-1005
753-541341
evenings leave
message

PICK UP

(all

ci

753-5606..

Mend,
Cars

I

LAKE- LOT
BLOW-OUT
2.• ACRE LAKE LOT
WI TREE BOAT
SLIPS!
Just
924.900

MERCURY Marquis
LS, $4,000.
270-978-1707
BeNveian 7 30-4.00.

was $59,900
Located on 160,000
fibre Kentucky Lake.
Enioy swimming pool.
walking trails. private
park, more Excellent
financing. Call now
14300-704-3154. x
3293. kylakesale.corn

1987 GMC Truck 4
wheel drive. camo
paint, 350 motor.
52.600 obo.
270-227.4212

orp_msrxis
1-UTFIELL S Tree
Service
TrImming
removal
stump grindIng. firewood Mauled
489-2839

',tit ---11,sisit
\IA\ ti .1 Al I \ I

For kb
$15 & up. Will mow
lawns. Adur owned &
operated.
270-978-5655.

14
!Witty oent41i

ltwum.293-rw
2.43-2714
.

&crew

Noose For Ids
11,000-SO.FT. home
in country, 68R. 68A.
ndoor pool, gymnasium, (26' tag ceiling),
Sacres lake, lots of
outside decks, 5 acres
up to 90acres
559-2032.
313R. 2BA. bnck 1.800
sq
living room,
C1H/A, 1705
Miller, Murray $79,500.
270-395-2923,
270-556-0726

Photo provided

MES STUDENTS RECEIVE REWARDS: Students eam a gold tag when they have received
ten tiger tags for going above and beyond the Guidelines for Success Janet Caldwell, principal, presents the gold tags to students on the Tiger Cub News program each morning. Students
receiving the award the week of Oct. 5 - 9 were, row 1, Max Omter, Abbey Presley, Asia
Blanton, Chase Mernss and Leah Davis; row 2, Caldwell, and Dana Henry, P4 teacher.

Curiae SuLtboiteio
-Lana-cies,
ng
iitt,iderbrusning •erinds
•LiOnSit •Watoinveys
Free Esernates
22 years exp
293-0371

FREE

USED TIRES
r

Land for sale 90K, 4 5
acre lot Oaks County
CIttb Rd 978-0053

If 1•1 II: N: I 's
11 4)
1-tf-':'1 1 '

Yocum, and Michael Cochran.

DRYWALL repair &
painting. Free esti,
mates. 270-873-9916

C

•0•• MOW*
••••••.,•

TR SA IS
%Still XIX

1.
. •
. I A.Wat at.IIVP I
alawaix..Mill., yr Ing .
lairad,ixpme
cyanotic
NAtist•• tn.n.k...learantr
7).1- Hilts 227-(Nst I
Aro .
(01,1 is Kt
:Mitt OR
$1),t10
A MOS It
I LI 1 :41-19.110
227-0587
753-2363
ALL Carpentry
•Remudeling
•Addrtions
•Oecks
•Porches
•Pole Rams
•larninate Floors
•Tile
iMobile Home-Repair
•Roof-Overs
•Underpinning
Larry N:mmo

.
\I .41,li

1.40.1 St. F1/1 .1211*.
753-8E187

J

S. BOA

Photo provided
MES STUDENTS RECEIVE REWARDS: Students eam a gold tag when they have received
ten tiger tags for going above and beyond the Guidelines for Success. Janet Caldwell, principal, presents the gold tags to students on the Tiger Cub News program each morning. Students
receiving the award the week of Oct. 5 - 9 were. Emily Winstead, Shea Sales and Zachary
Hopkins.

BRUSH &
HAMMER
• Painting • Fix-it's
• Repairs • Decks
pressure washed
& stained

(270)436-2228

Saturday's. October 10-24,
the theatre will offer Walking
Ghost Tours of the downtown
area focusing on sites within a 5
block area around the theatre.
th'alking tours are less than a
mile in length and take approxitnately lhour and 15 tninutes.
Walking Tour Tinws 6, 6:45,
7:30. 8:15, 9 p.m.. Tickets for
the walking tour are adult 514
and children ages 6-12 56. All
ticket holders must be at lea.st 6
years old. Tickets for the walking tours axe available online at
the theatre's website www.mtitplay.com or by calling the box
office at 270-444-6828.

'RAIN - A Tribute to the Beatles'slated for Paducah's Carson Center
The award-winning Beatles
concert, "RAIN - A Trtbute to
the Beatles," makes its debut at
Carson Center for one show
only on Nov. 10 at 7:30 p.m.
Starting at $31, tickets go on
sale Monday at the Carson
Center box office (270-4504444), or online at www.thecarsoncenterorg.
In a show the Denver Post
calls "the next best thing to see•
!lig The Beatles." RAIN boasts a

repertoire of nearly 200 rooftop clays. RAIN is a multiBeatlemaniac favorites. ranging media, multi-dimensional expefrom such beloved songs as rience...a fusion of historical
"Yesterday" and "Hey Jude" to footage and hilarious television
classic
including commercials from the 1960s
hits
"Revolution" and "Come lights up video screens and live
Together."
cameras zoom in for close-ups.
RAIN covers the Fab Four
For the four longtime band
from their very first Ed Sullivan members - Joey Curatolo (Paul
Show appearance through the McCartney). Joe
Bithom
Abbey Road album, through the (George
Harrison), Ralph
psychedelic late 60s and their Castelli (Ringo Starr) and Steve
long-haired hippie, hard-rocking Landes (John Lennon), with a

liO111101110
HAPPY BIRTHDAY fo r
Wednesday,Oct. 14, 2009:
This year, take your leave of situations; feel free to withdraw
and reflect. You simply know
that someumes you. are on the
v.Tong path. You play an important role in others' daily lives. If
sou are single. you could meet
someone who is unavailable.
Take your time and date. If you
art attached. as a couple you'll
benefit from frequent timeouts
together. VIRCr0 makes a good
doctor.
The Stars Show the Kind of
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic;
4-Positive: 3-Average: 2-So-so:
I -Difficult

(270)227-8188

PADUCAH, Ky. -- The
Market House Theatre will offer
the River City Ghost Tour.
Legends and Lore of the histonc
downtown and lower town area
during the first four Saturdays in
month of October. 'Our goal
to FilISC ND& to help children
and adults perform on the
Market House Stage, by sharing
the rich history of the city and
the people of Paducah in a
unique and theatrical way!" said
Director
Executive
MHT
Michael Cochran. "And, of
COUlle, we Want everyone .to
have a fun and entertaining
night.' MITT Board President.
Cindy Miller, along with board
members Jennifer Hughes. Our,
Bohlc, Heather Dort. and Sarah
Bynum spent hours interviewing
people and researching local
archives and old newspaper
accounts tcr stories to be presented during the tour. Market
House Theatre performers will
act as guides and tell the ghost
stories associated with each stop
along the way. Tour guides are
Paducah residents Jody Smith.
Phil Counts, Chris Black,
Marsha Cash, Jim Roush, Kim

ARIES (March 21-AprIl 19)
**** All work and nothing else
could be a bit dreary Though
you might not have immediate
plans on the horizon. don't fret.
Do your job Get your work done.
Complete your errands. Finfsb
off your must-dos. For the majority of Rams there is more ahead
than just the daily ghnd. Trust.
Tonight: Listen to a proposal

TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
***** Your cit,811vIty bloOMS.

little help from their friend Mark
Lewis(keyboards, percussion)the music is first and foremost.
For more than two decades.
RAIN has distinguished itself by
focusing on details, always
being faithful to 'The Beatles
with the ultimate goal of delivering a perfmt note-for-note performance. All the music is performed live, with no pre-recorded tapes or sequences.

Ovlscassiles
plug some of your icieas into
your work Listen to feedback,
understanding you could see a
big difference in what occurs
Smile and be open to possibilities that wme up if you indulge a
co-worker or friend. Tonight.
Good feelings bloom no matter
what you choose
GEMINI(May 21 -June 20)
**** Anchor in, and be willing
to prioritize and understand a
partner's or key associate's
needs. Relax, and a lot will come
up from out of nowhere A child
or loved one lets you know how
very special you are. Tonight.
Treat a loved one to e special
dessert
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
***** II you want to open up
conversations and get past a
problem, the time is now A
brainstorming session adds to
the possibilities, and also to a
pervading sense of good Will
COnsider a card or a token of
affection for a loved one.
Tonight: Hang out with you7 pals
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
***You have an opportunity to
deal with hard facts and facts
alone. Leaving out the story will
only help you corns up with an
even better solution. Indulge
someone who makes a differ-

ence in your day-to-day life.
Tonight: Your treat.

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sopt. 22)
***** You are personalitypius. arid othens respond to your
humor and creativity. Let your
mind go without restrictions and
without holding back. When you
are resourceful like this, you are
difficult to stop. Indulge a whim
today. Tonight Dance the nignt
away.
USRA (Soot, 23-Oct. 22)
it** Let others talk. and you
own
keep
counsel
your
Strangely enough. you become
even more appealing when you
keep your °ern company FOCUS
on home and family issues dur,
Ing a break or iater on You cannot settle everything all at once.
Tonight Get some extra R and

SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
**** Meetings are important
You feel more together than you
have in a long time. Investigate
another's suggestion and p4ay
devil's advocate. If you ask, you
will have many more supporters
than you think. Tonight- Where
the action is.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dae. 21)
**** Take a stand and be willing to assume responsibility.
You'll discover that you have a

lot of team players. Loosen up
and relax You'll see a situation
far differentfy than in the past as
e friend explains exactly where
he or she is coming from.
Tonight: Burning the midnight oil
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
***** Y00.1 might want to
understand more of what goes
into a situation to make it work
Your ability to zero in on the real
issues comes from the ability tio
detach and see events differently Someone locks up to you and
puts you on a pedestal. Tonight
Relax to good music.

AQUARIUS(Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
**** A partner could be out of
whack. and there is little you can
do to anchor him or her other
Man ask the right questions to
help
this
person
center
Understanding will develop if you
detach and see how hard this
persori tries. Tonight Go with
another's choice
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
***** A friend shares a lot
and gives you a different perspective It might be surprismg
you pull back and see how much
this person has transformed in
the past few years. A key friend
or associate paves your way.
This person cares! Tonight: Go
along with suggestions
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